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ABSTRACT

Students and registered student organizations (RSO) at Western Michigan University (WMU)
have increasingly shown interest in climate change and environmental issues. However, student
leadership roles are often held short-term due to the rapid displacement cycle of student bodies
caused by graduation, institution transfers and other factors. New leaders often struggle with
picking up where former students left off and advancing previously established efforts. WMU
student groups lack an effective system of maintaining institutional knowledge, including
student-led campaigns and accomplishments, to support a smoother transition that would
empower student leaders and build upon prior progress. The goal of this project is to provide a
repository for environmental and climate-focused institutional knowledge for use by future
student leaders to advance efforts to address climate change and foster sustainability on campus.
The repository will be built from two major sources: 1) existing publicly available documents
from RSOs, and 2) online survey data collected from current student leaders. This research will
be used as a reference document for future student leaders in sustainability and climate and will
be made available through the WMU Office for Sustainability.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the creation of the Environmental Studies Program in 1972 (now the Institute of

the Environment & Sustainability), the Office for Sustainability (2010), and the Climate Change
Working Group (2012), students have demonstrated increasing interest in environmental issues
and more recently, climate change. Several environmental and climate-focused RSOs exist, for
example, Students for Sustainable Earth, BioClub, Campus Beet, and Citizens’ Climate Lobby.
Additionally, many RSOs not primarily focused on environment/climate include a purpose,
objective, or mission statement directing their activities to align with sustainable practices or
carbon neutrality goals. Interestingly, little is actually known about the history, actions and
accomplishments of these groups over time. The Western Student Association (WSA) has also
made significant progress in addressing these pressing issues with resolutions calling for fossil
fuel divestment, bird-friendly window design and carbon neutrality.
However, when the WSA and RSOs elect new leadership every academic year, there
appears to be an ineffective transition process that ensures institutional knowledge and progress
are maintained. New student leaders often struggle with picking up where previous leaders left
off and advancing with previously established efforts. Without effective maintenance,
organization and transfer of knowledge, much of the student-led progress in addressing climate
change and fostering sustainability on campus is either lost or actions are repeated rather than
built upon. To address this issue, the Office of Sustainability (OfS) in collaboration with the
primary researchers hosted a 2021 Student Sustainability Summit (SSS) held on February 27,
2021. The SSS provided a virtual platform for students across campus to explore specific
concerns on the broad theme of climate change. Approximately 25 student leaders were
identified through the summit representing interests and groups ranging from government and
politics, science, engineering, art, sororities, foreign affairs, businesses, and social work.
This research seeks to build upon connections and knowledge gained at the Summit by
documenting participating students’ histories, stories, campaigns, actions, accomplishments, and
goals. A proper and complete repository system will aid future students in maintaining
environmental and climate-focused institutional knowledge in a rapid displacement cycle of the
student body and is essential in setting the foundation for serious campus-based sustainability
and climate action.
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Additionally, an assessment of success and failures of WMU student groups’ efforts is
made to identify contributing factors and provide necessary recommendations. This research
investigates groups’ management practices, especially in maintaining and transferring
organizational knowledge to subsequent cohorts to ensure outcomes are continued.
Interests and efforts are focused on environmental sustainability, and climate change.
Climate change is primarily caused by the exponential increase of anthropogenic carbon dioxide
emissions occurring in an unnaturally short period of time.1 Historical measurements reveal that
annual average atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations have increased from 280ppm in the
1700s during the start of the industrial era to a record 414ppm in 2020,2 suggesting a strong
correlation between carbon dioxide and human activities. Emissions from burning fossil fuels
account for 93% of U.S. carbon dioxide concentrations.3
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report, the world
by 2100 is projected to experience rapid sea-level rise affecting coastal economies and
communities; more frequent flood and drought events threatening major agriculture industries;
an influx of climate refugees and endangered species due to inhabitable regions.4 Climate action
necessitates an extensive reform of our institutions. Serious atmospheric carbon mitigation
efforts must be implemented immediately, requiring complete independence from fossil fuel.
The alarming facts prompt for immediate transition to 100% carbon neutral economy.
Additionally, effective planning must not ignore adaptation strategies as we face the inevitable
challenges presented by climate change. The IPCC reports reveal that complete elimination of
greenhouse gas emissions will not completely stop climate change effects. The remaining carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere will produce ongoing climate repercussions that demand serious and
immediate measures, especially in infrastructure planning. Adapting to an intense, polarized,
abnormal climate will require cities to invest in shore erosion prevention technology, prepare
coastal societies for rapid increase of sea level, redesigning of drain systems suitable for
James Hansen et al., “Climate impact of increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide,” Science, 213, (1981): 957-966,
doi:10.1126/science.213.4511.957
2
U.S. NOAA, “Trends in atmospheric carbon dioxide,” Global Monitoring Laboratory, accessed April 22, 2021,
https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/
3
U.S. EIA, “Where greenhouse gases come from,” Energy and the environment explained, accessed April 22, 2021,
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/energy-and-the-environment/where-greenhouse-gases-comefrom.php#:~:text=In%202018%2C%20carbon%20dioxide%20
4
IPCC, “Climate Change 2014 Synthesis Report Summary for Policymakers,” Contribution of Working Groups I, II
and III to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [Core Writing Team, R.K.
Pachauri and L.A. Meyer (eds.)], Geneva, Switzerland, (2014): 151.
1
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frequent, heavier precipitations, rapid innovation in the agriculture industry due to intense
droughts, deal with human displacement and climate refugees.
Climate change, if left unchecked, threatens the resources global communities and
generations depend on for survival. Sustaining and protecting our most invaluable common
resource requires the collective involvement of all - if not most - nations, parties, governments,
communities and organizations of the world.
A. Olson’s Theory of Collective Action.
The theory of collective action developed by economist Mancur Olson attests that
members of a group tend to act collectively in order to achieve an objective that would provide
benefits to (all) group members.5 However, in achieving that goal of the common good, Olson
also argued that it is in the individual’s self-interest to free-ride in group action.6 The size of the
group, or the number of individuals of the group greatly influences the effectiveness of the
action. Because it is less noticeable to provide individual input in a larger group, group members
are less likely to contribute. Hence, individuals are less likely to act in a larger group. In
resolving issues of free-riders, members must be provided with self-interest benefits in forms of
incentives in exchange for their contributions to the organization. This contribution-benefit
transactional approach, traditionally known as the exchange theory, was based heavily on labor
and business groups, but has been expanded to explain the incentive systems of all group types.
According to Clark and Wilson, an incentive system is the principal variable affecting
organizational behavior and can be used to distinguish the type of organization.7 The three broad
categories of incentives are material, solidary, and purposive, corresponding with the three
categories of organizations: utilitarian, solidary, and purposive.8 Overlaps of incentives are
possible and common within groups.
Utilitarian organizations are driven by material incentives.9 Material incentives describe
the physical and tangible rewards that have monetary worth. Monetary rewards include direct

Mancur Olson, “A theory of groups and organizations,” The logic of collective action, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Harvard University Press, (1965): 5-35.
6
Ibid (6).
7
Peter B. Clark and James Q. Wilson, “Incentive Systems: A Theory of Organizations,” Administrative Science
Quarterly, 6, (1961): 129-166.
8
Ibid (7).
9
Ibid (7).
5
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wages, salaries, or improvement of wages. Groups incentivized by material rewards include
labor unions and businesses. Members of labor unions and businesses take action to grow and
protect their monetary benefits. Utilitarian incentives also include the opportunities to acquire
material and monetary rewards, such as advantages in jobs and careers.
Secondly, solidary incentives refer to intangible rewards without assigned monetary
value, usually in forms of social status and the sense of belonging and identification.10 Some
examples seen on university campuses include honor societies, sororities and fraternities, cultural
clubs, hobbies, non-competitive sports, LGBTQ+ groups, minority groups, and other special
interest groups. Honor societies provide status or class to an individual showcasing their
prestigious reputation in academia. Sometimes, honor societies are also driven by material
incentives whereby members of the society may be entitled to scholarships and benefits in
academic careers. Social groups founded on minority, LGBTQ+, cultural and political
affiliations are formed to create a sense of community among those who subscribe to that
identity. In addition to social rewards, these social groups collectively act to achieve benefits
specifically advantageous to members of the group. This type of incentive is called the purposive
incentive.
Purposive incentives exist in forms of intangible rewards. However, unlike solidary
incentives, it is “derived from the stated ends of the association rather than the simple act of
associating.”11 This means individuals are incentivized by the pursuit of the organization’s goals
which they support. Individuals are driven not by direct benefits, but merely the idea of
increasing the chances of achieving the organization’s goal. Organizations that apply purposive
incentives usually have missions associated with demanding some type of change in the
institution or current systems in forms of law enactment or adoption of certain practices. Political
nonprofits and interest groups usually fall into this category. Individuals of these groups are
brought together and motivated to seek some changes in the status quo manifesting benefits for
their members.
The exchange system is important at sustaining the operation and maintenance of
membership. The pursuit of valued rewards or goods is dependent on the collective behavior of

10
11

Ibid (7).
Ibid (7).
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members and vice versa.12 Individuals must realize rewarding values provided through
membership in order to successfully execute the organization's efforts.

Table 1: Group type and its corresponding incentive systems.
Group type

Utilitarian

Solidary

Purposive

Incentives

Driven by material
incentives, providing
monetary benefits
and/or specific
advantages in
career/job.

Driven by intangible,
non-material
incentives, usually in
forms of social status
and the sense of
belonging and
identification.

Incentivized by the
pursuit of the
organization’s goals.

B. Factors Influencing Institutional Change
To understand the factors that influence institutional change, it is appropriate to review
the factors considered by interest groups when lobbying for policy change. The primary purpose
of lobbying is to influence public policy.13 Unlike traditional lobbying, outside lobbying does not
exclusively involve a professional lobbyist or consultant. Outside lobbying or grassroots
lobbying is defined as “attempts by interest group leaders to mobilize citizens outside the
policymaking community to contact or pressure public officials inside the policymaking
community.”14 Common tactics of outside lobbying include letter writing campaigns, protests,
and other forms of organized action within the community pertaining to a political issue. Interest
groups use this tactic to expand the public support and awareness on the policy they are lobbying
for. Three factors that determine lobbying success are the issue context, institutional structure,
and characteristics of interest groups.15 Often the context and characteristics of the issue are the
biggest driving factors of lobbying success.16

12

William P. Browne, "Benefits and Membership: A Reappraisal of Interest Group Activity," The Western Political
Quarterly, 29, no. 2 (1976): 258-73, doi:10.2307/448108.
13
Christine Mahoney, “Lobbying success in the United States and the European Union,” Journal of Public Policy,
27, no.1 (2007): 35-56, accessed April 22, 2021, www.jstor.org/stable/4007826.
14
Ken Kollman, Outside Lobbying: Public Opinion and Interest Group Strategies, Princeton University Press,
(1998, pp 3), accessed April 22, 2021, doi:10.2307/j.ctv173f02b.
15
Ibid (13).
16
Ibid (13).
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i.

Issue context

In lobbying for policy change, the status quo will win more often than not.17 For example,
departing from fossil fuels is a battle which involves a status quo. Solutions that depart from the
status quo usually require extensive, long-standing policy implications that often put lawmakers
in difficult circumstances.18 One may conclude that issue solutions that require complex and
extensive measures are set for failure. However, unsuccessful reform efforts have laid the
groundwork for future action. For example, the ambitious Green New Deal legislation proposed
to address climate change had little support in Congress.19 However, the concept, up to specific
branding, has inspired legitimate environmental and climate reforms at the municipal level in
several major cities.20
Often, one of the main obstacles of the issue prevailing is caused by the lack of attention
and public salience.21 Issue salience exists as the biggest predictor for the success of a new
policy. However, issues can only be salient once at a time. As an example, when ‘Climate
Emergency’ was declared as Oxford’s 2019 word of the year and record breaking climate strikes
occurring globally, climate change is recognized as a pressing issue worldwide. However, with
the rapid development of global affairs, the climate crisis has rightfully lost its salience spotlight
to the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak. Another factor that may explain the lack of action is the
absence of opposition. It is often assumed that the lack of opposing forces are indicators of issue
insignificance.22

ii. Institutional Structure
Without surprise, the most influential agents are the lawmakers themselves. Lobbying
can only do so much. Lawmakers usually act in line with their interest, whether that be genuinely

17

Frank R. Baumgartner et. al, Lobbying and Policy Change, University of Chicago Press, (2009), accessed April
22, 2021, doi: 10.7208/chicago/9780226039466.001.0001.
18
William P. Browne, “Organized interests and their issue niches: A search for pluralism in a policy domain,”
Journal of Politics, 52, (1990): 477-509.
19
Jacob Pramuk, “Green New Deal backed by Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez fizzles out in the Senate as Dems accuse
GOP of putting on a ‘stunt’ vote,” CNBC (Washington, DC), March 26, 2019, accessed on April 22, 2021,
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/26/aocs-green-new-deal-dies-in-mcconnell-led-senate-vote.html
20
Sierra Club, “Green New Deal Already Underway States and Cities,” accessed on April 22, 2021,
https://www.sierraclub.org/trade/green-new-deal-already-underway-states-and-cities
21
Ibid (17).
22
Ibid (17).
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solving public issues, getting reelected, or satisfying campaign contributors.23 Even if the issue
received high public support and salient, lawmakers can act contrarily due to the benefit
provided by large corporation dollars to protect their agendas.
In exploring the institutional structure of the United States government, elected officials
are mostly determined by the electoral system. Lawmakers are electorally accountable and are
largely responsive to their constituents. Therefore, public opinion would have some influence on
decision making even if there is no guaranteed positive correlation between public opinion and
public policy.24 When public opinion does produce policy, it does not meet expectations of
lobbyists and activist groups and is kept vague25 to avoid polarizing constituencies needed for reelection.

iii. Characteristics of Advocates
Outside lobbying success can be dependent on the type of strategies employed by the
advocates or interest groups. Different lobbying approaches can impact the degree of pressure
felt by institutional actors differently. Hence, the lobbying success greatly relies on the type of
pressure points groups are investing in through various tactics. Additionally, lawmakers show a
higher response rate towards actions that require more effort from individual members.26 Despite
the interest group’s efforts in mobilizing the public to sign petitions or send pre-written letters,
these are proven to be some of the less effective ways to get a lawmaker’s attention.
Personalized, handwritten letters have been found to attract the lawmaker’s attention much more
than a pre-written, templated message would. However, getting hundreds of people to sign a pregenerated email can show that many individuals have understood the purpose of action and find
that issue important enough to autonomously add their name in support of a cause or mission.
Further, high participation of this tactic is a good indicator of public support of an issue.
Having a well-organized, well-funded, large group membership and working members
increases the chances of lobbying success.27 Interest groups with multiple or a stable and large

23

Paul Burstein, "The Impact of Public Opinion on Public Policy: A Review and an Agenda," Political Research
Quarterly 56, no. 1 (2003): 29-40, accessed April 22, 2021. doi:10.2307/3219881.
24
Ibid (23)
25
Bryan D. Jones, Reconceiving Decision-Making in Democratic Politics, Chicago IL, University of Chicago Press
(1994): 238.
26
Ibid (13).
27
Ibid (13).
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funding resource have higher flexibility to allocate resources to engage in more tactics and allot
increased man-power to take action, which may strengthen the chances of lobbying success.
Groups with a large membership base naturally represent a higher percentage of citizens, which
may convey increased issue legitimacy to lawmakers.28 Sustainable funding and membership
requires adept internal organizing to ensure the group functions effectively to produce successful
efforts and continued outcomes. Ensuring an effective knowledge transfer process is essential to
a functional organization.

C. Effective Leadership Knowledge Transfer
Knowledge transfer is a crucial component in ensuring the sustainability of an
organization and its continued outcome.29 Good management of an organization’s intellectual
capacity proves essential for organized action success. However, it is known to be a continuing
problem in organization management.30 According to organizational behaviorists, knowledge in
the workplace exists in two different categories: 1) explicit knowledge, which is information
easily transcribed and coded, and 2) tacit knowledge, which is information acquired through
personal experience that is more difficult to express.31
Organizations must have a system in place to store information necessary for function.
Information storage can be done traditionally through physical filing or with the aid of
technology.32 Technological and computer-aided filing systems have gained traction over the
decades due to its convenience in not requiring physical storage space. Presently, technology
aided systems exist in forms of online cloud, online drive and hard drives. Many organizations
have found success in using technology and computer-aided systems to store organizational
knowledge.33

28

Ibid (13).
Swee C. Goh, “Toward a learning organization: the strategic building blocks,” SAM - Advanced Management
Journal, 63, No. 2, (1998): 15-22.
30
Swee C. Goh, “Managing effective knowledge transfer: an integrative framework and some practice
implications,” Journal of Knowledge Management, 6, No. 1, (2002): 23-30.
31
Ikujiro Nonaka, “A dynamic theory of organizational knowledge creation,” Organizational Science, 5, No. 1,
(1994): 14-37.
32
Ibid (30).
33
Paul S. Goodman & Eric D. Darr, “Exchanging best practices through computer aided systems,” Academy of
Management Executive, 10, No. 2, (1996): 7-19.
29
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Information stored as documents is typically in the form of explicit knowledge.34 These
documents can exist in forms of manuals, patents, reports, assessments, meeting minutes,
research paper, newsletters, press releases, and written rules and regulations. Tacit knowledge is
more effectively transferred through interpersonal means such as mentoring, training, group and
personal conversations.35 Documentation of tacit knowledge is uncommon but possible, and
exists in personal reflections detailing challenges and lessons learned through personal
professional growth. Additionally, it is crucial to consider organizational culture when
examining the factors that determine the effective transfer of knowledge.36 Knowledge transfer
requires the willingness from individuals to share their knowledge with other members. Without
an organizational culture where this is encouraged, knowledge transfer may not occur.

D. Opportunities for Campus Collective Action - WMU Case Study
There are several ways in which students can be involved in organized action in WMU.
Group action can be hosted through Registered Student Organizations (RSOs), classes, student
government, campus offices, off-campus organizations or self-forming committees. WMU RSOs
were created to cultivate student involvement in clubs and activities that connect students’
learning inside the classroom and beyond.37 RSOs exist as the most common organizer on
campus because it unites individuals of similar interest who are likely driven to achieve similar
goals. WMU students are encouraged to join any or multiple RSOs of their interest from a wide
and growing selection of 853 unique organizations ranging from academics, to social service, to
niche interests such as celebrity fanclubs. Students can also start their own organization of
interest. These RSOs can be categorized into three group types based on their incentive systems.
Figure 1 summarizes the 12 RSO categories in WMU.

34

Ibid (30).
Ibid (30).
36
Ibid (30).
37
Western Michigan University, “Student Organizations,” Office of Student Engagement, accessed May 5, 2021
https://wmich.edu/studentengagement/rso
35
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Figure 1: Chart illustrating WMU RSO categories.38

Special Interest

Sports &
Recreation

Student
Government

Servicebased

Student Organization
Categories

Political &
Social Action

Fraternity &
Sorority

Media
Honorary

Fine &
Performing
Arts

Academic/
Department

Cultural/
International

Faith/Spiritual

Utilitarian incentives are typically found in academic/department and honorary RSOs
because members benefit from opportunities for scholarships or to further career goals. Some
examples are the Tau Sigma National Honors Society and the Chemistry Club of WMU.
Solidary incentives are present in RSOs such as sororities and fraternities, special interests, noncompetitive sports and recreation, cultural/international groups, fine and performing arts, and
media, where members are provided with opportunities to socialize, create new relationships,
and bond over common interests. Some examples are the Alpha Xi Delta sorority, the Bronco
African Students Association, Outdoor Club at WMU, and the Film Art Society. Purposive
incentives are found in service-based and political & service based groups. Some groups have
incentive overlaps. As an example, OUTSpoken WMU holds both solidary and purposive
incentives. OUTSpoken is a group for gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender students and their allies
that aims to “empower and unify people within the surrounding university and community” and
additionally seeks to “create a university environment that is tolerant, inclusive, and accepting to

38

Ibid (37).
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LGBTQ+ individuals as well as people of identities and intersections not specifically listed
above.”39
Besides involvement in WMU RSOs, students may also engage in projects administered
in classrooms, departmental subcommittees, campus offices, and off-campus organizations.
However, involvement in RSOs can guarantee opportunities for students to take charge of
projects and are provided with certain resources supported by the university.

i. Economic Incentives Available
WMU RSOs receive special entitlement to funds to support the cost of operation and
activities. The Student Assessment Fee (SAF) is charged to students enrolled in the main campus
of WMU. Each WMU RSO is entitled to funds from a portion of the SAF for RSO programming
or operational purposes.40 Students may request SAF funding from three different allocation
bodies: 1) Western Student Association Allocation Committee, 2) Graduate Financial Allocation
Committee, and 2) Sports Club Council. Currently, only WMU student government RSOs,
Western Student Association (GSA) and Graduate Student Association (GSA), receive monetary
compensation for members’ service in the organization sourced from the SAF.41 Accessing SAF
for service compensation for non-student government RSOs is undetermined. However, RSOs
are entitled to request funding to support the cost of proposed activities and action. For example,
RSOs are able to access the SAF to pay for an event venue rental, transportation and catering
costs, or specific items needed by members to participate in RSO-led organized action.
Besides funding unique to RSOs, any WMU students are entitled to funds supplied by the
Student Sustainability Fee (SSF), which is a semesterly fee charged to students administered by
the Office for Sustainability (OfS). The OfS allocates about 57% of the SSF towards survey
implementation and ongoing projects, which may also fund wages for part-time employees,
independent contractors, and consultants; and 24% towards office operation.42 Part time

Western Michigan University, “OUTSpoken,” WMU CampusLabs, accessed May 5, 2021
https://wmich.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/outspoken.
40
Western Michigan University, “RSO Financial Handbook 2017-2018,” Office of Student Engagement, accessed
May 5, 2021 https://wmich.edu/sites/default/files/attachments/u1411/2017/1718%20RSO%20Financial%20Handbook_1.pdf.
41
Western Student Association, “Financial - Budget,” Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI, accessed May
5, 2021 https://wmuwsa.org/budget
42
Western Michigan University, “Student Sustainability Fee,” Office for Sustainability, accessed May 5, 2021
https://wmich.edu/sustainability/grants/sustainability-fee-explained.
39
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employees include WMU student employees hired by the OfS receive monetary compensation
for their labor, service and talent invested in OfS activities and operation. Paid student positions
in the OfS include communication ambassadors, land stewards, bike mechanics and the newly
created climate change communications specialist position. Since Fall of 2019, the OfS supports
the Kalamazoo Climate Crisis Coalition (KCCC) by sponsoring a student helper as the climate
change communications specialist. OfS also developed the WeSustain internship program, which
is designed to create sustainability ambassadors on campus and in their communities. The
program has graduated 50 interns between fall 2016 and spring 2019 and has been assessed to
successfully meet the program’s goal.43
Additionally, the OfS allocates 19% of the SSF towards the Student Sustainability Grant
(SSG) which is created to support student projects that advance sustainability on campus.44
Students are encouraged to apply for the grant to support the cost of their projects. Funding
requests for labor, service and talent compensation may be accepted on a case-by-case basis
decided by the Student Sustainability Grant Allocation Committee led by the WSA Vice
President for Sustainability.
In addition to economic incentives in forms of money, the university has also developed
several incentives that provide career and professional benefits to students. One relevant example
would be the establishment of the Signature Program. In 2017, WMU initiated the Signature
program to foster out-of-class student engagement in nine different learning and development
areas called pathways.45 Sustainability is one of the Pathway options a student can pursue in
obtaining their Signature designation on their diploma. The sustainability signature programs
motivate students’ involvement in events, programs and talks that improves awareness in
environmentalism and sustainability. The program has graduated 11 students with a
Sustainability Signature designation between 2017-2020.46

43

Khongorzul Batbold et al., “Sustainability Internship Programs: Strategies for Creating Student Ambassadors for
Sustainability,” International Journal of Sustainability in Higher Education, (2020), accessed April 22, 2021
https://wmich.edu/sustainability/reports-publications/office-sustainability-publications.
44
Ibid (42).
45
Western Michigan University, “WMU Signature Designation,” WMU Signature, accessed April 22, 2021
https://wmich.edu/signature.
46
Western Michigan University, “Graduates,” WMU Signature, accessed April 22, 2021
https://wmich.edu/signature/students/graduates.
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ii. Budget and Resource Constraints
Typically, budget and resource limitation is the biggest barrier to implement actions
departing from the status quo. In determining the university’s budget capacity to act, it is
appropriate to examine how the university obtains their funds and what areas are prioritized.
College revenue heavily relies on student enrollment, hence, campus fund allocations have
limited flexibility for long-term planning.
According to the 2020/21 Strategic Resource Management Budget Planning Model of
WMU, the total revenue of the university amounts to $313,115,142.47 Around 22% of that total
is designated for ‘Costs of Space'’, ‘Investment Allocation’, and ‘University Strategic Initiatives’
- expenses unrelated to direct education compensation, university service units and academic
affairs investments. Additionally, WMU collects up to $100,000 from the Student Sustainability
Fee, that bills $8 per student per semester. 57% of the fee is used for survey implementation and
ongoing projects, 19% is designated towards the Student Sustainability Grants (SSG) for student
research projects, and 24% to operate the Office for Sustainability.48
It proves difficult to determine certainly if the current allocation allows the prioritization
of campus climate action initiatives with this information alone. However, the university
certainly has the intellectual and professional capabilities in developing a comprehensive climate
action plan with the abundance of accredited and experienced faculty professionals in relevant
fields.

iii. Administration Accountability and Pressure Points
In theory, political systems who are not electorally accountable are less likely to act in
favor of the public. Members of campus administration, although elected, are not dependent on
the votes of the students, who are the primary governed population. University administrators are
chosen through the school board system, which does not factor student opinion. Without the
electoral accountability from students, it can be fairly assumed that administration members may
be less persuaded by the pressure of students. However, university administrators are responsible
for upholding campus standards and delivering on promises of students’ university experience.
Western Michigan University, “Strategic Resource Management Budget Planning Model 2020/21,” Office of
University Budgets and Financial Planning, accessed April 22, 2021
https://wmich.edu/sites/default/files/attachments/u42/2021/2020-21%20SRM%20Model.pdf.
48
Ibid (42).
47
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Western Michigan University often boasts its campus sustainability status and initiatives in
promotional materials. Sustainability is listed as one of three values of the university49 and can
be viewed as a marketable factor of why students should choose and be prideful of WMU.
Western Michigan University has publicized several university commitments to sustainability in
reflection of its values. These pledges include signing the Presidents’ Climate Commitment to
track and incorporate carbon neutral strategies into the university and the Talloires Declaration to
prioritize sustainability in higher learning. The university also claims to commit to achieving
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification for all campus buildings.50
Additionally, WMU has recently rebranded itself as an institution where students can feel
supported when pursuing their purpose. WMU’s ‘rethink smart’ branding three main focuses are
to pursue, thrive, and prosper.51 Whether a student’s purpose is to propel medicine innovation or
solve the climate crisis, the university must uphold its ‘pursuit of purpose’ branding standard and
be in support of the student.
Campus decision makers are sensitive to various pressure points to a certain degree that
are dependent on the action tactics used. Some efforts of WMU students in the past include
organized letter writing to the campus administrators, addressing the campus board, peaceful
public demonstration on campus, and introducing formal legislation into student government.
Organized letter writing to the administration may be the least effective because there are low
witnesses and thus, low pressure. Public demonstration and direct testimonies to campus
decision-makers may hold more promise since the effort will be captured in public record - in
forms of press or campus records - making it more difficult for decision-makers to dismiss the
case. The more effective initiative is presenting a resolution before Western Student Association
(WSA) or Graduate Student Association (GSA), the WMU student governments. If granted
consent and approval by the student governing bodies, the agenda item will then make its way to
the faculty government for a similar approval process and then to the administration and Board

Western Michigan University, “About WMU - Our Values,” accessed April 22, 2021
https://wmich.edu/about/values.
50
Western Michigan University, “Policies and Guidelines,” Office for Sustainability, accessed April 22, 2021
https://wmich.edu/sustainability/policies.
51
Western Michigan University, “Our Brand,” accessed May 5, 2021 https://wmich.edu/brand.
49
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of Trustees.52 After approval on all levels, there is an expectation to address the issue. However,
this process involves several autonomous parties and can take anywhere from a month to a year.

iv.

Modeling Upon WMU Faculty and Staff Collective Actions

In supporting the findings of this research, it is appropriate to highlight the efforts of the
WMU Climate Change Working Group (CCWG), the faculty-membership group dedicated to
advocating climate action and awareness amongst the university population. The WMU Climate
Change Studies minor established Fall 2015 represents a key effort by the CCWG.53 The Climate
Change Studies minor invites students across disciplines to obtain a recognized certification of
an additional academic field. Since 2015, there are a total of 6 graduates, 5 students graduating in
April or June 2021, and 9 in-progress students. Students who have obtained a WMU Climate
Change Studies minor records at 9 individuals as of Summer 2021 from varying disciplines
which include but not limited to psychology, political science, geography, environmental &
sustainability studies, economics, business analytics, biology and civil engineering. Furthermore,
ENVS 1000: Climate Challenges & Solutions is an introductory climate change course taught by
four members of the CCWG. ENVS 1000 satisfies WMU essential studies in Area V: Social and
Behavioral Science. ENVS 1000 has attracted a diversity of students from various disciplines
and have provided positive testimonials.54 In 2020, the CCWG initiated a mini-grant program to
award faculty and students who seek to integrate climate change into their curriculum. The
program awarded seven grant winners from multiple disciplines.55 Incorporating topics of
climate change in non-traditional environmental discipline classrooms widens the diversity of
awareness across the student population and will likely play a positive role in shaping the
collective attitude and action towards the cause. Further, the 2020 Honors Medallion Project is

Western Student Association, “Constitution of the Western Student Association,” Western Michigan University,
Kalamazoo MI, accessed May 5, 2021
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5fb95b0fee58712598b7bce7/t/5fb9ccba32611c2ac1a2ca0f/1606012090452/W
SA+Constitution+%28Updated+04_08_2020%29.pdf.
53
Western Michigan University, “Climate Change Studies Minor Available Fall 2015,” College of Arts and
Sciences, accessed May 5, 2021 https://wmich.edu/arts-sciences/climate-change-studies-minor.
54
Olga Bonfiglio, “Climate Challenged Society (ENVS 1000) excites students across disciplines,” College of Arts
and Sciences, Western Michigan University, accessed April 22, 2021 https://wmich.edu/arts-sciences/climatechallenged-society.
55
Western Michigan University, “WMU climate change working group awards mini-grants to faculty, students,”
College of Arts and Sciences, accessed April 22, 2021 https://wmich.edu/arts-sciences/ccwg-2020-awards.
52
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centered on climate, environment and sustainability. Members of the CCWG serve as advisors to
these students.
WMU CCWG is also a key and founding member of the Kalamazoo Climate Crisis
Coalition (KCCC) whose mission is to achieve immediate and drastic reductions in greenhouse
gas emissions and rapid adoption of renewable energy through a transition grounded in social,
racial, economic, and environmental justice through collective action.56 KCCC also connects
different groups from a rich range of interests in the community providing opportunities for
networking and relationship building. Hence, organizations affiliated with KCCC provide their
members with additional purposive and solidary incentives to address the climate crisis and
become involved in the community.
Notably, the CCWG in partnership with the OfS led the launch of the WMU Carbon
Neutrality Committee (CNC). The Carbon Neutrality Committee is responsible for updating the
Campus Climate Action Plan, supplying research and proposing solutions to decarbonize the
WMU campus, and leading the implementation process. The initial committee jump-start dates
back since June 2019 and was delayed due to Covid-19 until early Spring 2021. The committee
first met on February 19, 2021 consisting of 7 faculty, 11 staff, 2 administrative members and
three student representatives that include the WSA VP for Sustainability, Office for
Sustainability student staffer, and a student coalition representative.57 A carbon-neutral focused
committee that involves several parties ranging from faculty professionals, student leaders,
campus service staffers and administrators represents a notable collective effort in addressing the
climate crisis on the campus level.
These efforts encapsulate the potentiality of collective action. Combining several sources
of action will result in having a large base of issue supporters, which can increase the range of
pressure points to institutional actors and hence, increase the likelihood of lobbying success.

Kalamazoo Climate Crisis Coalition, “Mission,” accessed May 5, 2021 https://www.kalamazoocrisis.org/home-1.
Western Michigan University, “Carbon Neutrality Committee - Committee,” Office for Sustainability, accessed
May 5, 2021 https://wmich.edu/sustainability/carbonneutrality/committee.
56
57
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METHODOLOGY
This research aims to provide future leaders the necessary tools to effectively continue

their efforts. The findings of this research also serve as a repository of environmental and
climate-focused efforts on campus to build the foundational institutional knowledge into future
leaders so that outcomes can continue.
A survey was administered to 25 current WMU student leaders identified through the
2021 Student Sustainability Summit (SSS) held on February 27, 2021. The 2021 Student
Sustainability Summit (SSS) was a virtual forum for students to share the focus and work of their
RSO and for any student to openly explore the broad themes of climate change. Participants of
the 2021 SSS who have shown interest in the broad theme of climate change are likely to view
the issue of high importance and are chosen to be surveyed for this reason. Subjects were chosen
based on their degree of involvement in the summit - for example, many groups gave
presentations, submitted ideas and/or hosted a breakout group discussion. Subjects have satisfied
one or more of these criteria: student group representative, summit speaker, breakout room
leader.
The survey received 14 complete responses that were assessed in this study. The survey
contained a set of multiple choice and open-ended questions to collect quantitative and
qualitative data to assess theories and concepts discussed in the paper in addition to the historical
repository. In addition to survey responses, information offered by respondents about the existing
work of the organization are supported by publicly available documents such as press releases,
public statements, university blog posts, resolutions, published plans, online event pages and
public advertisements. The survey was hosted on the Qualtrics online survey platform provided
by Western Michigan University. Survey results were computed using Stats iQ and Crosstabs
and then presented and summarized using Microsoft Excel tables and charts for approachable
visual conception. Survey questions and raw data computed through Stats iQ and Crosstabs are
available in Appendix IV.
The findings of the project will be shared with the wider campus community. WMU
communities, especially student leaders, will be able to use this information to inform their next
steps in planning new initiatives through understanding campus activity background in
sustainability and climate change. The overarching benefit of this research contributes to the
efforts of future student leaders seeking to further the sustainability and climate actions at WMU.
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For example, aiding the WMU Office for Sustainability in ongoing student initiatives and the
newly established WMU Carbon Neutrality Committee in defining and prioritizing actions for a
just transition to a carbon-free campus.

III.

RESULTS
The questionnaire was divided into four sections to assess: A) Olson’s theory of

collective action according to group incentives and group size; B) factors influencing
institutional change; C) strategies for effective knowledge transfer in the organization; D) current
students’ issue prioritization. The survey received a total of 14 completed responses collected
from WMU student leaders who attended the 2021 Student Sustainability Summit representing
12 unique student groups actively involved in the WMU campus.
A. Olson’s Theory of Collective Action
One hundred percent (100%) of the survey respondents report to be actively involved in
clubs, departments, offices and committees on campus. Respondents shared information on their
group’s history, incentive systems, group size, active membership rate, their biggest effort done
as a group and its reported success rate. The represented groups and information on group size,
active members and typology according to its incentive systems are summarized in Table 2. A
detailed description of each group’s biggest collective effort is reported in Appendix I organized
according to group name. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the group size and % of
active members by scatter plotting the % of active members against the group size. The graph
trend shows that there is a slight negative correlation between the variables, according to the R2
value of 0.3151, which measures how close the data are to the fitted regression line. The R2
value of 0.3151 indicates the regression line is about 31% accurate to the data, which is adequate
to support Olson’s claim where smaller groups tend to have a higher % of individual
contribution.
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Table 2: Summary of group type, group size, and % of active group members from 14 responses
representing 12 student-led groups.
Group

Group Type

Group Size (# of Members)

% of Active Members

Alpha Xi Delta

Solidary

50 - 100

75

Citizens’ Climate Lobby WMU

Purposive

10 - 20

25

Global Leadership Program

Utilitarian, Solidary, Purposive

20 - 50

75

Kalamazoo Climate Crisis
Coalition

Purposive

50 - 100

50

Office for Sustainability #1

Utilitarian, Purposive

20 - 50

100

Office for Sustainability #2

Utilitarian

10 - 20

100

Psychology Department

Utilitarian

> 100

25

Refugee Outreach Collective

Purposive

< 10

75

Students for a Sustainable Earth #1 Purposive

10 - 20

75

Students for a Sustainable Earth #2 Solidary, Purposive

10 - 20

75

The American Institute of Graphic
Arts at WMU
Utilitarian

< 10

Ts’ai Lun (Paper Engineering)

Utilitarian

50 - 100

75

Western Student Association

Utilitarian, Purposive**

50 - 100

75

WMU Nutrition and Dietetic
Internship Program

Utilitarian

10 - 20

100

*Different respondents from the same group
**Not reported by respondents and added by researcher for reasons justified in Appendix I

Figure 2: Scatter plot for % of active members against group size.

100
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The success rate of the group’s greatest effort is reported to be generally successful with an even
split for partially successful (6 responses) and very successful (6 responses). In the survey, 100%
of survey respondents agree that some members were doing more than others. No groups report
unsuccessful efforts and only two respondents report that their efforts are ongoing (Table 3).
Each group’s reported success is measured against the variables of group type, group size and
active membership rate. A majority (5 out of 8) of groups who identify as utilitarian report to be
very successful with their efforts, while a majority (4 out of 8) of groups who identify as
purposive report to be partially successful with their efforts. All three solidary groups report to
be partially successful with their efforts. Two out of two groups with less than 10 members
report to be very successful with their efforts. Within group size of 10 to 20 members, 3 out of 5
groups report to be partially successful with their efforts while 1 out of 5 report as very
successful. There are two groups sized at 20 to 50 members, and each report to be very
successful or partially successful. Within group size 50-100 members, 2 out of 3 report to be
very successful.
Table 3: Reported effort success according to group.
Reported success

Group name

Very successful

Office for Sustainability #1
Office for Sustainability #2
Refugee Outreach Collective
The American Institute of Graphic Arts at WMU
Ts’ai Lun (Paper Engineering)
Western Student Association

Partially successful

Alpha Xi Delta
Global Leadership Program
Kalamazoo Climate Crisis Coalition
Students for a Sustainable Earth #1
Students for a Sustainable Earth #2
WMU Nutrition and Dietetic Internship Program

Ongoing effort

Citizens’ Climate Lobby WMU
Psychology Department
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Figure 3: Bar chart illustrating the count of very successful, partially successful and ongoing
group efforts according to its group type.

Figure 4: Bar chart illustrating the count of very successful, partially successful and ongoing
group efforts according to its group size.
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Figure 5: Bar chart illustrating the count of very successful, partially successful and ongoing
group efforts according to its active membership rate.

Four groups report to have a 100% active membership rate. Three out of four groups
report to be very successful with their efforts. A majority of the group sample (7 out of 14) report
to have a 75% active membership rate. Within it, 4 out of 7 groups report their efforts to be
partially successful while 3 out of 7 report to be very successful. Only 1 group reports to have a
50% active membership rate and was partially successful with their biggest group effort. The two
groups with ongoing effort have an active membership rate at 25%.

B. Factors Influencing Institutional Change
Survey results reveal that 9 out of 14 responses indicate their greatest collective effort
involved attempts to demand institutional change. Five of them reported to have demanded
institutional change on-campus, one off-campus, and three reported both. Table 4 summarizes
the groups who have demanded institutional change on and off campus. The survey assessed six
different attributes to a successful policy change: 1) no change to status quo, 2) high public
salience and support, 3) high volume of action taken, 4) appropriate action strategies, 5)
lawmakers personally cared about issue, 6) lawmakers did not care but continued to act in favor.
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Table 4: Groups whose efforts involve demanding change on campus or off campus.
On-campus

Off-campus

Citizens’ Climate Lobby WMU
Kalamazoo Climate Crisis Coalition
Office for Sustainability #1
Office for Sustainability #2
Refugee Outreach Collective
Students for a Sustainable Earth #1
Students for a Sustainable Earth #2
Western Student Association

Kalamazoo Climate Crisis Coalition
Refugee Outreach Collective
Students for a Sustainable Earth #1
WMU Nutrition and Dietetic Internship Program

Figure 6: Bar chart illustrating attributes to a successful policy change and count according to
on-campus and off-campus actions.

None of the respondents selected success attribute 6) which is when lawmakers did not
care about the issue but still continued to act in activists’ favor. Hence, it is not reported. For
both on-campus and off-campus actions respectively, the highest reported success attribute is the
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high level of positive attention and public support to the issue. The second highest reported
success attribute for on-campus actions is the high number of members that took action. The
least contributing factor to a successful off-campus action is the influence of institutional actors.
Meanwhile, the least contributing factor to a successful on-campus action is the complexity of
the issue.
The reported effort success and the tactics used to demand institutional change is
summarized in Figure 7 for on-campus and Figure 8 for off-campus. 8 responses were collected
from on-campus actions and 4 from off-campus actions. The tactics listed are letter/email
writing, phone calls, non-violent protests/sit-ins, petition, publishing public statements, testifying
in student government and meeting with administration or elected officials. Respondents also
had the option to share other methods not listed in the selection.

Figure 7: Tactics used to demand institutional change on campus and the success rate of group
effort.

The highest reported activism tactic for on-campus activism is letter or email writing. The
second highest is petition. Very few groups on campus engaged in phone calls, silent
demonstration/sit ins and publishing public statements. Other reported tactics used on campus
are community outreach and acquiring legal aid reported by groups who claim to be “very
successful” at their attempt in demanding change.
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Figure 8: Tactics used to demand institutional change off campus and the success rate of group
effort.

The highest reported activism tactics used by off-campus actions are letter/email writing
and non-violent protests. Other off-campus tactics not listed in the selection reports engaging in
social media posting and acquiring legal aid.

C. Effective Knowledge Transfer Process
The survey observes 10 out of 14 (71%) respondents are ensuring the actions and
outcomes of their biggest accomplishments are continued. Thirteen out of 14 (93%) are reported
to have a system in place to ensure information and leadership transfer. However, the reported
success rate of maintaining and transferring organizational knowledge to new members varies.
Table 5 summarizes the reported effectiveness of information and leadership transfer according
to the group. Figure 9 illustrates the respondents’ methods used to ensure information and
leadership transfer and its reported effectiveness.
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Table 5: Reported effectiveness of knowledge and leadership transfer according to group.

Reported effectiveness

Group name

Extremely effective

Global Leadership Program
Psychology Department
Ts'ai Lun (Paper engineering)

Moderately effective

Alpha Xi Delta
Kalamazoo Climate Crisis Coalition
Office for Sustainability #1
Office for Sustainability #2
Students for a Sustainable Earth #2
WMU Nutrition and Dietetic Internship Program

Slightly effective

Refugee Outreach Collective
Students for a Sustainable Earth #1
AIGA WMU

Not effective at all

Citizens' Climate Lobby
Western Student Association
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Figure 9: Methods used to ensure information and leadership transfer and its reported
effectiveness.

The most common method used by groups to ensure information and leadership transfer
is through new member mentorship from more experienced members. The second most common
method is by sharing documented information stored in electronic, computer-aided, online cloud
or physical files to new members. However, the most common method used by extremely
effective groups is providing a detailed memo of personal reflections and lessons learned to new
members from more experienced members. Only 1 group reports to have no methods in practice,
and they are reported to be not effective at ensuring a successful information and leadership
transfer. The communication methods employed in each organization is summarized in Figure
10.
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Figure 10: Membership communication methods used in organization and its reported
effectiveness of knowledge transfer.

Survey results reveal that almost all organizations have at least one platform of
communication with their membership that are all almost equally common. One of the
respondents from OfS selected “other” for membership communication method and reports that
members communicate with each other during their shifts.
Eleven out of 14 (79%) respondents said the organization has a system in place to store
important organizational information and all 11 respondents utilize electronic, computer-aided
filing or online cloud at the very least. 2 out of the 11 (18%) respondents who have a filing
system utilizes a traditional filing system with physical papers and files.
Additionally, all 14 responses reported to have produced some sort of organizational
document in the last year or so. Figure 11 summarizes the type of documents produced and the
reported effectiveness of information and knowledge transfer in the organization.
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Figure 11: Organizational documents produced by groups and its reported effectiveness of
organization knowledge and leadership transfer.

The highest reported documents produced are social media content and the second
highest are meeting minutes. Groups who report to be slightly effective and not effective
revealed that they do not have formal documents such as a constitution defining the roles and
framework for each position in the organization. They believe the lack of formal documents is
preventing the organization from being fully effective.
To further understand why surveyed groups are not effectively transferring organizational
knowledge to new leaders, it is important to know the barriers. Respondents shared their barriers
through a multiple choice selection between lack of tangible resources, lack of skillful resources
and lack of time, in addition to open ended questions. Figure 12 illustrates the reported barriers
to effective knowledge and leadership transfer within the organization.
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Figure 12: Barriers affecting the effectiveness of knowledge transfer and its reported
effectiveness.

The most common barrier experienced by student groups is the lack of time and
flexibility in schedules to execute effective knowledge transfer strategies. Groups who report to
be extremely successful report the lack of time as their only barrier. Both respondents from OfS,
who report to be extremely effective, further shared that the short membership lifetime due to
graduating students is preventing the organization from effectively maintaining organizational
knowledge and transferring leadership. They believe recruiting underclassmen instead of seniors
would help resolve the rapid turnover rate. Further, respondents disclosed that the lack of funds
is primarily preventing the group from expanding programs and making bigger impacts.
The second most common barrier experienced by student groups is the lack of tangible
resources such as money and necessary materials. One common organizational management skill
groups reportedly lack is the knowledge on finance and budgeting. Further, Refugee Outreach
Collective shared one of its barriers to be the lack of willing members to take on responsibility,
which is a complication under organizational culture.
WMU Citizens Climate Lobby is recorded as one of the least effective groups at
maintaining knowledge and leadership. WMU CCL is especially unique due to its recent
establishment of the group. They report that maintaining group knowledge can be difficult due to
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being the first cohort of the organization. Another reported barrier is the lack of technology
fluency, usually experienced by older members. WSA, another least effective group, does not
have issues with accessing monetary resources. However, they reportedly lack skillful resources
and time. They have disclosed in this survey that internal culture, politics and hierarchy can be a
defining barrier. To overcome this barrier, WSA thinks requiring all members of their
organization to agree and comply with a detailed framework of each position would help, but can
be difficult to do with internal conflict.
Aside from creating a defined system through documentation, respondents shared that
getting members to actually perform their roles can be challenging and their biggest barriers.
Without a proper, rewarding incentive system, sustaining the organization does not manifest as
the members’ best interest. A group suggested that including non-monetary utilitarian incentives
such as creating more e-board positions that may possibly provide student members a career
advantage can be helpful. As observed previously, lack of funding is the second largest barrier to
effective knowledge transfer. Figure 13 illustrates the funding sources from groups organized by
reported effectiveness of organizational knowledge transfer.

Figure 13: Funding sources from each group and its reported effectiveness of organizational
knowledge transfer.
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The two most common funding sources are revenue from sold goods and external donors
or grants. Funding from membership fee and external donation/grant is reported as the most
common funding sources for groups that report to be more effective in organizational
management. Meanwhile, less effective groups more commonly engage in independent
fundraising. A survey was additionally done to assess students’ awareness on their entitlement to
SAF funding as a WMU Registered Student Organization (RSO) and SSF funding as a WMU
student. 7 out of 14 respondents represented groups that were WMU RSO. Only 4 respondents
out of 7 (57%) are aware of the SAF funding they are entitled to and only 2 RSO respondents
have taken advantage of the SAF funds. All 14 respondents are WMU students entitled to the
SSF to fund sustainability-focused projects. 10 out of 14 (71%) of the respondents report to be
aware of the SSF funds they are entitled to. However, only 3 of the 10 have taken advantage of
the SSF to fund a project and all 3 projects are reported to be successful.

D. Future Issue Prioritization
Based on survey results, 100% of the respondents reported that they or their group care
about environmental, sustainability and climate issues and 12 out of 14 (86%) reported that they
are doing something to sustain and grow the momentum of the environmental, sustainability and
climate efforts on campus. Additionally, respondents were asked about which issues the campus
community should prioritize next. Besides expedited carbon neutrality and improved
sustainability, an overwhelming majority of the responses are related to climate and
environmental intersectionalities to social justice in racial, gender, economic and class. One of
the respondents placed an emphasis on anti-militarism and another stated there should be more
effort put into students’ personal wellness and mental health, especially in a high-stressed college
environment.
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DISCUSSION
A. Olson’s Theory of Collective Action
In assessing collective action success, the findings of this paper slightly affirm Olson’s

claims of group size and effort made. More ‘very successful’ groups report to be smaller in size
and have higher percentage of active membership. Additionally, 100% of survey respondents
agree that some members were doing more than others, indicating the inevitability of free-riding
members.
Within the most successful groups (labeled as ‘very successful’), five out of six are
utilitarian groups. While four out of six of the partially successful groups identify as purposive.
Because the majority of ‘very successful’ groups have a higher percentage of active membership
and are utilitarian, it can be fairly assumed that utilitarian incentives are strong contributing
factors to collective effort success. This finding proposes that more successful student groups are
likely to be incentivized by material and monetary rewards. To further explore this finding, it is
crucial to factor in the participants’ economic statuses as college students, where money and time
are typically limited. Students are also at the stage of life where they are constantly seeking
opportunities to upgrade into their careers. Hence, utilitarian incentives may exclusively work
best on low-income populations such as students. Conversely, if this study was performed with a
group of retirees who typically have more flexibility in time, it may reveal a different finding.
Groups who cannot afford to compensate their members must consider providing opportunities
to serve in e-board positions or provide meaningful designation that can possibly contribute to
professional opportunities.

B. Factors Influencing Institutional Change

The reported success attributions to effort success is presented in pie charts in Figure 14
for on-campus and Figure 15 for off-campus in percentage to more clearly illustrate the impacts
of success attributes.
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Figure 14: Pie chart of reported success attributions in demanding institutional change oncampus.

Figure 15: Pie chart of reported success attributions in demanding institutional change offcampus.
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Both pie charts illustrate very similar divisions. The strongest influencing factor is the
issue support and popularity for both on and off campus efforts. The least influencing factor
impacting on-campus change is the lack of feasibility to address the issue. The infeasibility could
be explained by budget restraints due to long-term campus planning and its dependency on
admissions revenue. Meanwhile, the least influencing factor impacting off-campus change is the
interest of the lawmaker, compared to on-campus. This finding shows although campus
administration are not electorally accountable by the students, they are still more likely to act in
favor of students compared to elected officials acting in favor of their constituents.
According to survey results, the most common activism tactic reported for on-campus
activism is letter or email writing. The second most common is through petitions. Letter writing
and petition signing are tactics that require the least individual effort compared to other methods
listed, hence, justifying the method favorability. This finding supports Olson’s claim that
individuals in a group are unlikely to contribute in efforts that require more work. However,
letter/email writing is not done exclusively and is often paired with a different tactic. Hence, it
proves difficult to determine the effectiveness of letter/email writing alone. Further, three out of
four (75%) off-campus responses report to engage in nonviolent protests as a form of activism
indicating that protests are less commonly done on-campus. This could be explained by the fact
that there are more opportunities for students or constituents to act on the pressure points of
institutional actors. For example, it is more attainable for students to meet with administrators
themselves compared to meeting with a legislator. Additionally, because campus governing
operates on a smaller scale compared to municipality/state/federal governing, it may be possible
that campus administrators receive less volume of complaints or concern notices from students
compared to elected officials, and hence, may receive more attention and consideration.
The success rate of action is self-evaluated by the respondents themselves. When
comparing ‘very successful’ efforts and ‘partially successful’ efforts, it is found ‘partially
successful’ efforts excel at planning and organizing the actions itself, but the desired outcome
did not fully manifest. As an example, KCCC and SSE both played integral roles in organizing
the huge participation turnout of WMU students and community members in the 2019
Kalamazoo Global Climate Strike. Even though the outcomes of the strike did somewhat
influence the passage of several climate resolutions, actual enforcement and implementation of
policies addressing climate change remains absent.
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C. Effective Knowledge Transfer Process
In reviewing methods groups use to practice knowledge and leadership transfer, the most
common method is through senior leader mentorship. However, the effectiveness of this method
is undetermined because it is reported by groups who report to be ineffective and very effective
at organizational knowledge transfer. The second most common method is sharing organizational
documentation, which conveys the explicit knowledge of the organization. Most ineffective
groups are reportedly not practicing this method, indicating explicit knowledge documentation is
crucial in effectively transferring knowledge and leadership. It is also observed that the more
effective groups (very effective and moderately effective) mostly have two or more methods in
place, indicating practicing only one method is not adequate for smooth leadership transition in
an organization. All three of the very effective groups report to practice leaving personal memos,
indicating the importance of passing on tacit knowledge to new members in addition to explicit
knowledge.
The survey also attempted to test the influence of internal membership communication in
measuring the effectiveness of knowledge and leadership transfer. Based on the results, almost
all organizations have at least one platform of communication with their membership. Hence, the
results of this survey alone do not reveal any significance of the availability of communication
platforms in influencing effective knowledge and leadership transfer.
According to Goh, having a platform to store important information proves essential to a
functioning organization.58 A majority of survey respondents report that the organization uses
computer and technology-aided filing systems to store important documents. This finding
indicates electronic, computer-aided filing appears as the preferred and common method of
document storage as it takes up less space and appears suitable to the demographics who are
skilled in technology navigation.
In evaluating barriers to effective knowledge, findings indicate that the most common
barrier to student groups is the lack of time and flexibility in schedules, even for groups who
reported their knowledge maintenance and transfer process to be very effective. Overcoming this
barrier can be challenging due to the lack of flexibility in student schedules. Interestingly, groups
who report to have an extremely effective or moderately effective system for organization

58

Ibid (30).
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knowledge do not struggle with the lack of resources to acquire organizational skills, indicating
that these resources are important in shaping skilled organization managers.
Some groups also report the lack of tangible resources such as money and material as a
barrier to effective knowledge transfer. The survey additionally assessed student group funding
to further explore the causes of this barrier. From findings, it appears that membership fees and
external donations/grants have the greater potential as a sustainable source of funding. Groups
who do not identify lack of money as a barrier are usually associated with an academic
disciplinary department on campus, such as groups Global Leadership Program, Psychology
Department, Ts’ai Lun, WMU Nutrition and Dietetics Internship Program and Western Student
Association. The groups Global Leadership Program, Psychology Department and Ts’ai Lun,
also report to be very effective at organizational management, revealing that substantive funding
does matter in ensuring effective organizational management. Conversely, less effective groups
more commonly engage in independent fundraising to acquire organizational funding, indicating
its likelihood as an unsustainable source. Most groups report to only have a single source of
funding. However, Ts’ai Lun, who claims to be “extremely effective” at maintaining and
transferring knowledge, receives support from multiple funding sources. In addition to
independent fundraising, membership fee, revenue from sold goods, the SAF and external
donation, the group also receives funding from its academic college dean fund. One of the less
successful groups, Refugee Outreach Collective reports that lack of money is a barrier despite
having multiple sources of funds. The organization further disclosed that funding sometimes is
received in forms of small donations from their own members. This claim may indicate that other
prioritized projects do not permit for organizational management investment or funds are
distributed in small and unsustainable amounts. WMU CCL is the only group who reports that
funding is not applicable because the organization is solely powered by voluntary labor.
Considering their claimed ineffectiveness at organizational management, a reliable source of
funding may potentially be helpful.
Student groups were also surveyed on their knowledge about SAF and SSG funding they
are entitled to. WMU CCL and SSE who are WMU RSOs report to be unaware of RSO funding
from the SAF. This finding indicates that the WMU Office of Student Engagement has failed to
adequately inform student groups about the economic incentives and support opportunities they
are entitled to.
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V. CONCLUSION
In reviewing factors that influence institutional change on and off campus, results reveal
public salience and support to have the greatest impact. Other impactful factors include the
appropriate activism strategies and tactics. Letter/email writing and petitions are reported to be
the most popular activism tactic due to its lower effort commitment. Campus activist groups
seeking to make a change in the institution must engage in more proactive tactics such as
testifying before campus officials or meeting with them directly in addition to letter/email
writing and petitions. Off-campus activism is revealed to be more challenging despite the
electoral accountability held against elected officials. Activists tend to resort to non-violent
protests to possibly garner increased public attention since high salience and support is the
biggest influencing attribute of a successful attempt.
In evaluating groups’ organizational knowledge and leadership transfer process, the
reported effectiveness varies due to barriers unique to each organization. The most common
barrier is the lack of time and flexibility available to invest in proper organizational strategies.
Funding is reported as one of the most common barriers especially to groups not associated with
a disciplinary department on campus and non-RSOs. A possible solution for RSOs is acquiring
SAF funds they are entitled to. Additionally, groups report to do really well in knowledge and
leadership transfer when both explicit and tacit knowledge are stored and conveyed to upcoming
leaders. Currently, most groups are not producing documents to capture tacit knowledge such as
best practice manuals containing personal reflections, memos, and lessons learned. Furthermore,
groups report tension experienced between members as a possible barrier to effective
organizational management.
With all findings considered, a highly effective collective effort to address climate
change on the campus level must be executed by a highly functioning organization consisting of
committed and active members. Student group members need to be motivated by an effective
incentive system, which this research reveals to mostly be material, monetary rewards and career
benefits. To ensure effort remains successful and outcomes are continued, groups must have a
solid organizational knowledge retention and transfer system containing both tacit and explicit
information. In addition to a reliable knowledge storage system, members of the group must also
maintain a healthy organizational culture.
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LIMITATIONS, BIASES, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH
This study only surveyed a small sample of 14 students representing 12 WMU student

groups who were involved in the 2021 Student Sustainability Summit. The findings exclude a
larger majority of the WMU student group population and should not be generalized to all
student groups. To understand factors influencing a specific group in greater depth, a case study
research on one specific group may yield more accurate recommendations and suggestions.
There are several biases of the study that need to be addressed and explained. First, the
subject recruitment process was highly selective towards organizations with exceptionally
successful characteristics compared to the average WMU RSO. These organizations are chosen
because of their involvement in the 2021 Student Sustainability Summit, indicating an inherent
interest in organized campus involvement. A group’s involvement in the summit is also an
indicator of an active student group, which on its own, can be regarded as a successful group
especially when compared to the hundreds of currently inactive RSOs on campus. Secondly,
some survey takers have had previously established relationships and ties with the researcher.
This factor could have influenced the respondents to take the survey more seriously than others.
The researcher has also been involved with a number of student organizations represented in the
survey. Because of prior experience, the researcher may face with already known information
revealed in the survey. This experience may result in more robust interpretation and higher level
of understanding of the survey results of known information compared to new information
shared by other groups.
In this study, the most effective incentive system is discovered as utilitarian, which
includes monetary benefits. Most groups report that they lack material and monetary resources to
effectively manage their organization. However, the survey administered did not include
questions that could provide information about the impacts of funding in greater detail. Further
research should aim to learn more about funding impacts to the organizational management of a
student group.
In order to overcome effective knowledge transfer barriers, many groups shared that they
not only need a detailed framework that lives as a document, but also need the consensual
agreement of every member, which can be a challenge due to internal relationship issues and
conflict. Future researchers should study the factors impacting organizational culture and its
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causes to group performance to properly evaluate the limitations of effective knowledge transfer
in student groups. Findings of this recommended study may provide more meaningful and
appropriate solutions.
Lastly, this research is a work in progress and should be continued to provide additions to
the repository, in addition to updated assessments of group performance and their collective
action success. Additional information from previous student leaders or alumni can be useful in
enriching the repository and identifying effective strategies that have worked in the past.

VII.

APPLICATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The results and findings of this study can be utilized to develop programs that could improve
the WMU student experience in group organizing. Since material and career-based rewards work
most effectively to incentivize students to engage in efforts, the university should consider
providing more opportunities for economic incentives. RSO board members go through an
extensive process of getting elected to serve the organization, and are expected to provide their
labor, talent and service without monetary compensation. Although students do receive the
recognition as board members added to their resume, student leaders can be further incentivized
through economic rewards such as a fixed semesterly stipend provided by the Student
Assessment Fee as enforced upon students who serve in Western Student Association (WSA). In
addition to stipends, serving as a student leader can be turned into an opportunity to earn college
credits in experiential learning in relevant fields according to RSO interests, or in an essential
study area in public administration. Providing additional economic incentives may potentially
improve the quality of work provided by the students, manifesting meaningful and lasting change
on campus.
The content of this research, which includes the literature review, results and findings,
may be extremely useful to WMU students leading RSOs or student coalitions aiming to create
meaningful impacts on campus. This study contains the necessary information to understand
what makes a highly effective organization and what are the factors influencing or preventing
efforts from being successful. The reported responses of the survey from 12 different student-led
campus groups reveal detailed information on its histories and failed and successful events, and
can serve as a primary source and context reference for future leaders. Additionally, reported
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information on future issue prioritization can potentially aid new leaders who do not know where
to start.
Moving forward, this research paper should be used as a guiding manual for WMU
student leaders and should be included in RSO e-learning modules currently required by all RSO
board members. The Office for Student Engagement (OSE) who runs all RSO affairs should
consider providing interactive RSO leader orientation, beyond asynchronous e-learning modules,
to provide a more personalized learning experience to students and to ensure students actually
understand the materials. The OSE should also enforce proper procedures to facilitate smooth
transition of knowledge and leadership transfer between cohorts, such as declaring a mandatory
new-member mentorship program in the RSO constitution that all members must agree upon
before sworn in as an official member. The necessary training and resources should be made
available in the RSO orientation or as an available service that WMU students can inquire about
at any time. Besides enforcing a student-to-student mentorship, what could work more
effectively is by involving WMU faculty or staff members in facilitating the mentorship
program. RSOs are already required to register a senior advisor, usually faculty or staff members
who are experienced professionals in guiding students. They are usually adequately informed
about the student organization’s history and previous efforts since they have been involved on
campus much longer and will continue to remain on campus in the long term.
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APPENDICES

Response summary by group: Group action and factors influencing action success

Details on each group’s history, and previous achievements and efforts were collected via survey
responses and retrospective research are compiled in the labeled sections below according to
group.
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Alpha Xi Delta
Alpha Xi Delta WMU is a sorority group on campus part of a larger national organization
founded in 1893. The group identifies as solidary where membership is provided with
opportunities for sisterhood and socializing. The campus organization is sized between 50 - 100
members with a 75% active membership rate.
Alpha Xi Delta at WMU has been involved in a number of philanthropy efforts. The
respondent has been a member of the organization for 3-4 years. Their biggest accomplishments
as described by the respondents is fundraising over $1000 for the WMU Invisible Need Project
and over $2000 for their chapter’s philanthropy supporting Autism Speaks.59 This effort is
reported to be partially successful.
Citizens’ Climate Lobby WMU
The WMU Citizens’ Climate Lobby (CCL) is a newly registered student organization
created in 2020 and is a chapter of the larger national CCL organization created in support of a
bipartisan carbon pricing legislation as a solution to combat climate change. WMU CCL
identifies itself as a “purposive” organization, in which members are working to implement
internal carbon pricing into the university’s budget. The RSO is currently sized at 10-20
members with a 25% active membership rate.
WMU CCL is leading the ongoing effort to incorporate a carbon pricing program into the
university as an effort to mitigate campus-wide carbon emissions. This effort is reported as an
attempt to demand institutional change on campus. The organization has engaged in tactics such
as email writing, testifying upon deans and meeting with members of campus administration. As
of April 2021, the organization is in the process of gaining support from the deans for the carbon
pricing pilot program. Since the effort is ongoing, WMU CCL has not reported the success or
unsuccess rate of the effort. In the upcoming Fall of 2021, WMU CCL plans to gather mass
student support for the campus carbon pricing proposal through petitions and an open letter from
WSA.

Alpha Xi Delta, “Chapter Philanthropy,” Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI, accessed April 22, 2021
http://wmich.alphaxidelta.org/chapter-philanthropy.
59
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Global Leadership Program
The Global Leadership Program started by the Haenicke Institute for Global Education
provides WMU students the opportunity to explore and develop global leadership through study
abroad programs.60 Members of this group benefit from all three incentive categories: 1)
utilitarian incentives provide members with specific career and scholar opportunities specifically
in studying abroad; 2) solidary incentives provide members the sense of belonging with a group
of individuals who share the same interest in traveling and global education; 3) purposive
incentives in educating more individuals to become globally sensitive and aware. The group is
sized between 20 - 50 members with a 75% active involvement.
The survey respondent has been involved with this organization for 1-2 years. Each year,
the Global Leadership Program sends students abroad where students gain awareness on global
issues and expand their knowledge on the cultural, environmental, social and economic profiles
of foreign countries. Their biggest reported effort was a partially successful trip abroad to
Portugal in Spring 2020, where members had the opportunity to experience and learn about the
cultural, environmental, social and economic differences and similarities with the United States.
The effort organization could have been improved if some members had prior travel experience
and were familiar with long-distance traveling procedure.

Kalamazoo Climate Crisis Coalition
The Kalamazoo Climate Crisis Coalition (KCCC) established in 2019 is a purposive
organization with a mission to unite the community in addressing the climate crisis. The group is
currently sized at 50 - 100 members consisting of smaller organizations across the city of
Kalamazoo. It is reported to have a 50% active membership. KCCC is primarily run by members
of the Kalamazoo community but have been very involved with student groups and offices on
campus.
Survey respondent representing KCCC has been involved in the organization for less than
a year. According to the respondent, KCCC’s biggest effort they have been directly involved in
is the bi-monthly Fridays for Future series, which provides community members an opportunity
to learn about various topics related to climate change from a range of experts and advocacy

Western Michigan University, “WMU Global Engagement Programs,” Global Engagement, accessed May 5,
2021 https://wmich.edu/global/leadership.
60
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groups. Previously held weekly and in-person, Covid-19 has mandated a shift to virtual
platforms and only held bi-monthly. In February and March of 2021, KCCC hosted four Fridays
for Future with talks entitled “Breaking the Red Lines” by Open Doors Kalamazoo,
“Environmental Justice and Climate Action”, “Why are electric vehicles the way for the future”,
and “Forest Carbon Inventory of the Kalamazoo Nature Center”.61 The Fridays for Future series
is reported to increase community awareness about climate change and provide a platform for
like-minded people to network and build community.
In addition to Fridays for Future, KCCC has led a number of actions to demand
institutional change in just climate action on campus and in the community. The tactics used to
demand just climate action include organized letter/email writing, engaging in non-violent
protests, silent demonstrations/sit-ins, petitioning and meeting with campur or elected officials.
For non-violent protests, KCCC’s debut activism was organizing over 500 community members
for the historic Global Climate Strike in Kalamazoo which started in Western Michigan
University campus. Upon peak climate change salience in 2019, KCCC was the driving force
behind the adoption of climate emergency resolutions by local municipalities. KCCC organized
members of the community and student groups such as Students for a Sustainable Earth to
populate the halls of city and county government through sit-ins with demonstration signs.
Executive board members of KCCC have also directly communicated with elected officials and
campus administration to demand change. Additionally, the KCCC is greatly involved in the
annual Earth Week and Earth Day celebration in Kalamazoo. The respondent shared that these
efforts were partially successful because addressing the issue did not require extensive or
complex actions, that there were lots of positive attention and public support, and had many
members that took action. Although the action organization itself seems successful, the effort is
still not regarded as “very successful” because just climate action does not end at the passage of
a resolution or increased climate awareness. KCCC has been successful at setting the foundation
in building the movement and educating more community members to care about the issue, but
still has a long way to go in actually solving the climate crisis.

Kalamazoo Climate Crisis Coalition, “Fridays for Future - Spring 2021,” accessed May 5, 2021
https://www.kalamazoocrisis.org/fridays-for-future.
61
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Office for Sustainability
The survey received two responses from OfS representatives and both considered the OfS
to be a utilitarian organization since members of the office are paid staff members who receive
tangible, employment benefits and opportunities related to sustainability careers. One of the
respondents considers OfS to be a purposive organization, whereby efforts by the office are
initiated to achieve an end goal. As defined in their mission statement, the OfS aims to cultivate
a culture of sustainability and advance sustainability efforts on campus.62 On an average year, the
office is operated by 10-50 members depending on the SSF budget and hiring capacity and is
reported to have 100% active membership involvement.
The WMU Office for Sustainability (OfS) established in 2010 was created to “guide and
assist the WMU community in fulfilling and growing its sustainability commitments”.63 The OfS
is a service office on campus operated by the support of the Student Sustainability Fee (SSF), an
initiative created to improve campus sustainability, one of three core values of WMU. Both OfS
respondents report to have been involved with the office for 2-3 years. OfS respondent #1 reports
their biggest efforts as creating a robust and efficient composting program involving the largest
dining centers on campus, the Valley Dining Center. Designing a large composting program
eliminates pre-consumer food waste and is repurposed into nutrition-rich fertilizer used to
nourish produce grown in the Gibbs House. The Gibbs House is a campus-owned property and
land located near Parkview previously used as sponsored student housing under the Gibbs
fellowship program initiated by the OfS. The vacant land surrounding the Gibbs House is
transformed into a food garden that grows fresh, organic produce donated to the Invisible Need
Pantry managed by students hired as land stewards and student volunteers. The respondent also
shared their biggest previous and ongoing effort is the creation of the Student Sustainability
Grant (SSG) and classified the action as an attempt to demand institutional change on campus.
The effort is reported to be very successful as it has funded several student projects to improve
campus sustainability since 2012. Some tactics used to spearhead the effort include email
writing, making phone calls and publishing public statements to expand the awareness reach of
the SSG to WMU students. Other tactics such as testifying in student government and meeting
with campus officials were also reported in describing the process of acquiring the grant. SSG
Western Michigan University, “About Us - Mission,” Office for Sustainability, accessed May 5, 2021
https://wmich.edu/sustainability/about.
63
Ibid.
62
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applicants must present their ideas upon a committee led by the WSA VP for sustainability and
sometimes must meet with campus officials such as the Director for Sustainability or other
offices involved.
OfS respondent #2 shared the biggest group effort as their weekly activities in an attempt
to advance campus sustainability such as the Open Bike Shops and volunteering at the Gibbs
House. The Open Bike Shop repairs bicycles for free and is made available to all members of the
community. This initiative recognizes the inaccessibility of costly bike repairs to low-income
community members, especially students. The Bronco Bikes program provides students the
opportunity to shift to a more sustainable alternative method of commute by renting a bike for an
affordable cost. Other smaller-scaled programs by the OfS include hosting sustainability-focused
workshops, educational documentary or movie screenings, and sustainability-focused
discussions. Respondents claim these efforts to be very successful because they provide
opportunities for meaningful engagement with the WMU community, which proves crucial in
creating a community appreciating sustainability and driving impactful actions. The respondent
also classified these actions as a method to demand institutional change through community and
capacity building that can lead to bigger organizing opportunities such as the Student
Sustainability Summit. In February 2021, OfS supported the effort to organize students across
campus to provide a platform to share common concerns involving climate change during the
2021 Student Sustainability Summit. The summit recorded over 80 student attendance
representing 17 student groups. The summit represented a key effort at building a climateconscious student coalition. Following the summit, the OfS supported the efforts to hold studentled discussions to pursue the passage of a campus climate resolution in the student government.

Psychology Department
The Department of Psychology at WMU is an academic disciplinary group that focuses
on behavioral science, which makes it a utilitarian group where members receive material
rewards in the forms of scholar and career benefits. There are over 100 members in the
psychology department consisting of students, faculty and staff in the psychology discipline. The
group reports to have a 25% active membership.
The respondent has been involved with the organization for 2-3 years. The Psychology
Department often works with clients who are in need of behavioral intervention. Their biggest
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accomplishments are when clients show behavior improvement after specified intervention done
by members of the department. The effort is still ongoing and it is reported to be very successful.
To ensure desired outcomes are continued, members of the group remain in touch with the
clients to monitor developments.

Refugee Outreach Collective
Refugee Outreach Collective (ROC) WMU established in 2016, is a campus chapter of a
larger national organization that exists to support and advocate the rights of displaced migrants.64
They are a purposive organization incentivized by furthering their mission and goals. On an
average year, the membership is sized at less than 10 individuals with a 75% active involvement
rate.
The respondent has been involved with ROC for 2-3 years. The biggest accomplishment
by ROC is organizing the Perspectives of Palestine virtual panel event on April 10, 2021
discussing the cultural and community history of Palestine and their impacts felt by Covid-19.65
The event was reported to be very successful as it allowed more interaction between activists and
the other people involved in the cause for Refugees. The event also raised money for causes
abroad, which the national ROC directly works with. Other previous efforts led by WMU ROC
include the Refugee Outreach Collective conference which unites all ROC chapters in support of
their larger cause. WMU ROC has also led several volunteering campaigns that involve WMU
students and community members to volunteer as tutors to refugee-status families in the city.
These efforts involve demanding institutional change on and off campus. The tactic used on
campus is collecting petition signatures to advocate on refugee rights. WMU ROC has also
participated in non-violent protests off campus on behalf of the national ROC chapter. They also
attempted to acquire legal aid to support their issue.

Refugee Outreach Collective, “About,” Refugee Outreach Collective Facebook, accessed May 5, 2021
https://www.facebook.com/RefugeeOutreachCollective/.
65
Refugee Outreach Collective, “Perspectives of Palestinian Professionals: Learning about Public Health, Culture
and Activism,” Refugee Outreach Collective and Kalamazoo Nonviolent Opponents of War KNOW Facebook
Event, April 10, 2021, accessed April 22, 2021
https://m.facebook.com/events/474494397079746?acontext=%7B%22action_history%22%3A%22[%7B%5C%22su
rface%5C%22%3A%5C%22page%5C%22%2C%5C%22mechanism%5C%22%3A%5C%22main_list%5C%22%2
C%5C%22extra_data%5C%22%3A[]%7D]%22%7D&aref=0&ref=page_internal
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Students for a Sustainable Earth
Students for a Sustainable Earth (SSE) seeks to “empower students into activism and
environmental stewardship on both WMU’s campus and the surrounding community”.66 The
survey received two responses from SSE representatives who both classify the organization as
“purposive” in which SSE members work to address issues pertaining to the environment,
sustainability, and climate. One respondent reports that SSE provides solidary incentives in
addition to purposive. Since SSE consists of individuals with an interest in environmentalism,
members gain a rewarding sense of belonging and identification when involved with like-minded
people. On an average year, SSE consists of 10-20 members with a 75% active membership
involvement. SSE is reported to be the oldest Registered Student Organization on campus. The
exact date and year of RSO establishment is currently undetermined.
SSE respondent #1 has been involved with the organization for 2-3 years. During their
involvement, the respondent claims SSE’s biggest effort as organizing and promoting the Global
Climate Strike in Kalamazoo which took place on September 20th, 2019. The Global Climate
Strike was a collaborative effort primarily led by affiliates of the Kalamazoo Climate Crisis
Coalition (KCCC) and was an attempt to demand change off-campus. SSE engaged in several
tactics to promote the climate strike such as letter/email writing and phone calls. The climate
strike itself is a form of non-violent protest. The effort is reported as partially successful as it had
great turnout with various organizations and groups participating, in addition to attention from
media and institutional actors.
SSE respondent #1 also shared previous efforts led by SSE that involve demanding
institutional change. From 2018-2021, SSE has led several key actions to promote
environmentalism and sustainability on and off campus. The Green Thumb Movement was
started by members of SSE in 2018 in opposition of the campus’s decision to cut down old-aged
trees for construction of new student housing. Members of the movement reasoned that
preserving old-age trees proves critical in maintaining the ecological and cultural attributes of
campus landscape and providing experiential learning in the curriculum.67 The movement
received pivotal attention during the Tree March where students gathered to march on campus to
Western Michigan University, “Students for a Sustainable Earth,” WMU CampusLabs, accessed April 22, 2021
https://wmich.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/sse.
67
The Green Thumb Movement, “UPDATE: Here are the goal of the movement,” Facebook, February 13, 2019,
accessed April 22, 2021 https://www.facebook.com/thegreenthumbmovement/posts/1025398140987114.
66
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protest against the tree removal68 and pressure university decision-makers. Unfortunately, WMU
proceeded with the construction, ignoring the students’ demands and rationale to preserve
campus biodiversity. Upon gaining momentum in climate-related efforts after the big climate
strike, Kalamazoo made headlines for declaring a climate emergency in the city69 and county
level70 in 2019. SSE’s participation involved silent sit-ins in the halls of city and county
government holding pro-climate action demonstration signs, as a tactic to pressure elected
officials. Some members of SSE also testified upon elected officials to demand just climate
action. In addition to climate protests, SSE has recorded participation in local preserve protection
advocacy, where members showed up in city hall with demonstration signs in opposition of
permit approval for development happening near Asylum Lake.71 Moreover, in 2019, SSE
successfully led the initiative to switch the primary search engine on campus computers from
Google to Ecosia, an eco-friendly search engine whose revenues are collected to fund
reforestation efforts across the globe.72
Figure 16: SSE members photographed in City Hall protesting against development permit near
Asylum Lake.73

Zoe Jackson, “WMU Students Protest Tree Removals,” WMUK, Kalamazoo, MI, November 14, 2018, accessed
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SSE respondent #2 has been involved with the organization for 1-2 years. SSE’s biggest
effort has been directly involved in introducing the new climate resolution to WSA, the student
government. In the Spring of 2020, SSE had plans to draft a campus climate emergency
resolution to be introduced into Western Student Association (WSA), the WMU undergraduate
student government. Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19 campus shut down, SSE was unable to
continue its activism efforts for the majority of 2020. After months of intermission, SSE gained a
new leader who successfully reactivated the organization in January 2021. The passage of the
campus climate action resolution involved collecting petitions and testifying upon student
government. The effort is reported to be partially successful as the resolution passed in WSA
with consent but still requires approval from the faculty senate for resolution action items to be
fully enforced. The success is attributed to large positive attention and public support and the
large number of members who were involved.
In maintaining capacity building, SSE resumed their weekly meetings virtually and
offered environmental and sustainability-related presentations led by student members of the
group that are open to the public. The weekly talks program allowed students to showcase their
expertise in specific topics related to environmentalism. Given the diverse background and
interdisciplinary knowledge of the membership, SSE shared a wide array of presentation topics
that include U.S. Imperialism and Climate Injustice, Introduction to Fast Fashion, Easy Vegan
Recipes, Biodiversity and Climate Resilience, Recycling 101, and Zero Waste Methods. 74
Further, SSE registered speakers and held breakout rooms during the 2021 Student Sustainability
Summit. Members remained engaged in follow-up meetings of the summit which includes the
process of expanding and updating SSE’s previously drafted climate resolution led by WSA’s
VP for Sustainability and were one of the first co-sponsors of the resolution.

The American Institute of Graphic Arts at WMU
The American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA) at WMU is a chapter of the larger global
AIGA organization created to unite and support graphic designers worldwide. AIGA WMU
identifies as a utilitarian organization in which a membership guarantees career benefits in

Western Michigan University, “Students for a Sustainable Earth Events,” WMU CampusLabs, accessed April 22,
2021 https://wmich.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/sse/events?showpastevents=true.
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design as it is the “oldest and largest professional membership organization for design”.75 As of
April 2021, the membership count of AIGA WMU records at <10 members with a 100% active
involvement rate.
The respondent has been involved with AIGA WMU for less than a year. According to
the respondent, AIGA WMU’s biggest accomplishment in 2021 was their involvement in the
2021 Student Sustainability Summit because it provided them the opportunity to be proactive
about addressing societal and ethical concerns through the lens of graphic design. Members of
the organization were registered speakers and breakout room leaders in the 2021 SSS. The
summit provided the group the opportunity to share a reimagined approach to design that centers
sustainability and offered ideas to include alternate practices that better prioritize the Earth’s
wellbeing. In a typical, non-covid-impacted year, AIGA would hold their annual Alehous event
as a fundraising effort.
Ts’ai Lun (Paper Engineering)
Ts’ai Lun, the Paper Engineering RSO on campus is a chapter of a larger national paper
engineering organization established in 1953. The group identifies as a utilitarian organization
whereby a membership provides career benefits in the paper engineering discipline or industry.
Additionally, WMU Ts’ai Lun believes that expanding student involvement in the paper industry
provides sustainable benefits especially in improving recycling efforts. The WMU chapter of
Ts’ai Lun sustains 50-100 members with a 75% active involvement rate.
The respondent representing Ts’ai Lun has been involved with the organization for more
than 4 years. The group has been involved in numerous efforts and reports their biggest effort as
organizing a successful blood drive, which received 34 donors. In addition to the blood drive,
WMU Ts’ai Lun has been fairly active in fiscal year 2020-2021 and has executed several other
efforts. Highlighted efforts include hosting a sustainable sledding competition and had students
design and build their own sleds from recycled cardboard.76 The competition assessed the
participants’ skills in paper engineering in building the best paper sled. In previous years, WMU

AIGA The Professional Association for Design, “AIGA Membership,” accessed April 22, 2021
https://www.aiga.org/membership-community/aiga-membership.
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Ts’ai Lun annually organizes over 50 students across the country for an opportunity at paper
industry experience and bonding.

Western Student Association
Western Student Association (WSA) is the student government at WMU and directly
represents students to the administration.77 WSA identifies itself as a utilitarian organization in
which members are compensated for their work and membership provides a career and scholar
advantage. WSA can also be classified as “purposive”, in alignment with the organization’s
mission statement stating WSA exists “to unify students, amplify their voices and provide
opportunities to leave a legacy.”78 The organization is sized at 50-100 members with a 75%
active membership rate.
WSA 2020/21 committed to efforts that directly reflect their five major priorities which
are 1) improving transparency, collaboration and teamwork between the president’s cabinet and
WSA, 2) develop an effective communication system with WMU students, 3) ensure WMU
commits to a more rigorous carbon neutrality goal, 4) launch a fundraising initiative to support
lasting systemic change, 5) ensure diverse representation in developing Covid-19 campus
policy.79 According to the respondent, the WSA cohort of 2020/21 is especially proud of their
effort in organizing WMU town halls to directly connect students with the administration to
explore concerns relating to WMU’s response to Covid-19. The town halls were held throughout
the fiscal year where topics covered issues beyond Covid-19 including dismantling
institutionalized racism and addressing climate change.80 WSA regularly emailed, phoned and
directly met with campus administration to execute the town halls. WSA also published
statements and newsletters to promote the town halls. The effort was reported as an attempt to
demand institutional change on campus and was reported to be partially successful. The success
was attributed to the feasibility of addressing the issue, large positive and public support, and
how the administration cared about the issue.

Western Student Association, “About Us,” Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI, accessed April 22,
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WSA executed additional actions to reflect their five major priorities. The president of
the WSA of 2020/21 had expressed the current WMU carbon neutrality goal at 2065 was not
sufficient to address climate change and urged the university for a timelier deadline.81 In
committing to priority #3, the 2020/21 VP for Sustainability in collaboration with SSE and OfS
led the effort to author, gather support, and introduce a campus climate action resolution into
WSA. The resolution received over 100 support signatures and demands that the university
commits to a carbon neutrality target by 2030 with a 45% - 50% reduction by 2025 in and urges
for public endorsement from the WMU administration and Board of Trustees. On April 7 2021,
the climate action resolution passed both in the senate and house, setting forth a crucial step
towards just climate action. In committing to priority #4, the 2020/21 WSA in partnership with
the Board of Trustees launched the Social Justice Fund to help “eliminate educational disparities
for black and brown students”.82

WMU Nutrition and Dietetics Internship Program
The WMU Nutrition and Dietetics Internship Program is a utilitarian organization
because membership or internship provides career benefits in the discipline. The 2020/21 cohort
is currently sized between 10-20 members with a 100% active involvement rate.
The accomplishment reported by the representative of WMU Nutrition and Dietetic
Internship Program is curating and presenting culturally diverse plates representative of BIPOC
groups in Southwest and West Michigan. They are also providing resources on local businesses
and farms run by BIPOC groups to local Registered Dietitians (RD) in Southwest Michigan. This
effort is reported as an attempt to demand institutional change, where local RDs represent
“institutional” actors who have the authorization to influence the nutrition and dietetics
prescriptions and labels, thus positively improving the eating culture of communities. Members
(interns) do this by sending letters/emails to RDs and creating handouts of resources and creating
educational posts on the Southwest Michigan District Dietetic Association Facebook page. The
reported outcome of the effort is the observed increased cultural competency in improving

Sehvilla Mann, “Students urge a timelier deadline for net-zero emissions at WMU,” WMUK, November 20, 2020,
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cultural humility, inclusivity and food sustainability through ongoing education for Registered
Dieticians in Southwest Michigan.

II.

Response summary by group: Group organization and knowledge and leadership
transfer systems

Alpha Xi Delta
Alpha Xi Delta reports to be moderately effective at maintaining organizational
knowledge and reports the lack of time and flexibility as a possible barrier from being very
effective. The organization acquires activity and operation funding through a yearly membership
fee and does not use the SAF. Members of Alpha Xi Delta maintain their connections and
communicate through recurring meetings and regular check-ins. In the last year or so, this
organization has produced informational documents in forms of social media content and
meeting minutes and stores them using electronic, computer-aided filing or online cloud. In
ensuring information and leadership is effectively transferred, the organization shares produced
documents to new members and has senior members mentoring new members.
Citizens’ Climate Lobby WMU
CCL WMU reports to be unsuccessful at effective knowledge transfer to membership.
They are the first cohort of the group and have yet to have a proper system in place. CCL does
not have a reliable funding source and has not taken advantage of the SSF or SAF. Members of
CCL maintain their connections and communicate through email newsletter, recurring meetings
and regular check-ins, and group chat. In the last year or so, CCL has produced informational
documents in forms of social media content and a powerpoint presentation explaining internal
carbon pricing. These documents are stored using electronic, computer-aided filing or online
cloud. CCL reports to currently not have any proper system in place for effective transfer of
information and leadership. Since they are the first cohort of CCL leadership, they have yet to
experience leadership transfer and are not sure what the difficulties will be.
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Global Leadership Program
The Global Leadership Program group reports to be extremely effective in maintaining
organizational knowledge and transferring leadership. Funding of the program is supported by
membership fees. Members of the organization maintain their connections and communicate
through newsletters, recurring meetings and group chats. The respondent is unsure of the types of
formal documents produced by the organization and reports to not have a proper system in place
to store organizational documents. In ensuring information and leadership is effectively
transferred to subsequent cohorts, senior members provide detailed memos of personal
reflections and lessons learned to new members and a training has been designed for new
members coming into the organization. Global Leadership Program claims the lack of time as a
barrier to improve on knowledge and leadership transfer practices, but does not see a need to
resolve it.

Kalamazoo Climate Crisis Coalition
The Kalamazoo Climate Crisis Coalition reports to be moderately effective in
maintaining organizational knowledge and transferring leadership. Currently, the group receives
funding from external donors and grants, and some from the SSF to support a KCCC intern
position. KCCC communicates with its members through email newsletter, recurring meetings
and group chats. The organization uses a computer and technology-aided and online cloud
system to store important organizational documents. The information documents produced by
KCCC are best practice manuals, social media content, activity reports and assessments, meeting
minutes, recurring newsletters and governmental and policy documents such as resolutions. In
ensuring information and leadership is effectively transferred to subsequent cohorts, KCCC
practices sharing documented information to new members and has designed training for new
leaders. KCCC reports having older members with difficulties navigating technology as a barrier
to execute more effective knowledge transfer strategies, in addition to lack of time and flexibility
in schedules.

Office for Sustainability
The OfS report to be moderately effective at organizational management. The reported
barriers to effective organizational management are lack of tangible resources and lack of time
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due to high staff turnover rate and short membership duration. Respondents think overcoming
these barriers will require increased funding to increase hiring capacity. Respondents shared that
sustainable funding is key in maintaining the quality of work produced by the OfS. Employees
are often very keen on pursuing new projects but sometimes lack the capacity due to the number
of employees or low hours. Respondents believe that having increased funding can improve and
expand OfS programs and make bigger impacts on campus. Additionally, respondents
acknowledge that membership turnover rate is inevitable and unsolvable but believe the
organization is doing its best at given circumstances due to COVID. The operation and programs
of the OfS are mostly funded by the SSF and some from external donors and grants. Office
members maintain connection and communication with each other through email newsletters,
recurring meetings, group chats and directly communicating during their shifts. OfS currently
stores important organizational information using electronic, computer-aided and online cloud
filing in addition to traditional filing systems with physical papers and files. Some of the
documents produced by the OfS include best practice manuals, social media content, activity
reports and assessments, meeting minutes, newsletters, press releases and informational
brochures. OfS ensures knowledge and leadership is effectively transferred to new members by
sharing documented information, having senior members mentor new members, having senior
members produce detailed memos and personal reflections, and training new members.

Psychology Department
The psychology department is an academic department in WMU that claims to be very
effective in maintaining organizational knowledge and transferring leadership. They report to
have no barriers and claim the group to be very effective at teaching learning barriers and
organizing. In sustaining the organization, the psychology department receives funding from
external donations and grants and sometimes funding through the district -- however, district
funding has been discontinued due to Covid-19. Members of the department maintain
communication with each other through email newsletters and recurring meetings and regular
check-ins. The organization produces informational documents in forms of activity reports and
assessments and research papers. These documents are stored using electronic, computer-aided
filing or online cloud. In ensuring an effective information and leadership transfer process,
documents containing important information are shared to new members, new members are
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mentored by senior members, senior members provide detailed memo of lessons learned to new
members, and training is designed for new members.

Refugee Outreach Collective
ROC believes their strategies to maintain organizational knowledge is slightly effective.
Barriers preventing effective organizational management include the lack of money, skillful
resources, time, and the willingness of members to take on responsibility. Additionally, the
group shared that it was previously an effective organization but had unfortunately experienced a
downfall due to internal membership discourse, which caused a membership downsize and was
not able to recover from that. ROC acquires funding through small-scaled independent
fundraising, revenue from sold goods and obtained through external donors who are sometimes
the members itself. ROC is a WMU RSO who is not aware of and has not taken advantage of the
SAF they are entitled to. The organization stays in touch with members through email
newsletters, recurring meetings and check-ins and through a group chat. Important organizational
information is produced in forms of social media content and self-produced and earned media
releases. These documents are stored using electronic, computer-aided filing or online cloud.
ROC. The organization practices sharing produced documents to new members when
transferring organizational information and leadership.

Students for a Sustainable Earth
SSE claims to be moderately to slightly effective at organizational management. The
reported barriers to effective knowledge and leadership transfer include the lack of money,
skillful resources and time. SSE respondent #1 suggests the organization needs more structure
overall because SSE is a very laid back group that does not follow constitutional processes. They
also shared that it was difficult to get new members to voluntarily take on required tasks. They
believe constructing more official documents as a group such as an SSE constitution and
ensuring their agreement and understanding of the constitution will help define responsibilities
and get tasks done more effectively. SSE respondent #2 suggests that having one on one
meetings with previous incoming leaders will help overcome these barriers. The meetings will
provide an opportunity to discuss details and hand over important documents. SSE has never
taken advantage of SAF funds and have only fundraised independently through sales of goods.
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SSE members communicate through email newsletters, by having recurring meetings and in
group chats. SSE respondent #1 report that the organization does not have a system in place to
store organizational information but SSE respondent #2 reports that they do. SSE respondent #2
also claims that information is stored using electronic, computer-aided filing systems. SSE has
produced several documents in the past which include social media content, meeting minutes and
governmental, policy documents such as resolutions. Both SSE respondents report practicing
sharing informational documents to new members and mentoring new members to ensure
organizational knowledge is maintained and leadership is transferred.

The American Institute of Graphic Arts at WMU
AIGA claims their organizational management to be slightly effective. The reported
barrier to effective knowledge transfer is the lack of time and flexibility. The respondent
suggests that barriers can be solved by formally organizing a structured system in place when
transferring leadership. Currently, the process has been more casual through word of mouth
rather than actual documentation. AIGA independently fundraises to sustain its organization and
is not an official WMU RSO and not entitled to SAF. Members of the group communicate with
each other through email newsletters, recurring meetings and group chats. Currently, the
organization does not have a system in place to store organizational documents but has produced
documents such as social media content and meeting minutes. In ensuring an effective leadership
transfer, AIGA has senior leaders mentoring new leaders before they step down.
Ts’ai Lun (Paper Engineering)
Ts’ai Lun claims to be extremely effective at maintaining organizational knowledge and
reports the lack of time and flexibility as an occasional barrier. Respondents share that the barrier
is difficult to resolve since members generally do not have much time especially as engineers.
The organization receives funding from multiple sources, including independent fundraising,
membership fee, revenue from sold goods, the SAF, external donor or grant and from the
College of Engineering and Applied Science Dean's Fund. Members of Ts’ai Lun maintain their
connections and communicate through email/paper newsletters, recurring meetings and regular
check-ins and group chats. In the last year or so, this organization has produced informational
documents in forms of social media content and meeting minutes and stores them using
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electronic, computer-aided filing or online cloud. In ensuring information and leadership is
effectively transferred, the organization shares produced documents to new members, has senior
members mentoring new members and has senior members provide detailed memos of personal
reflections to new members.

WMU Nutrition and Dietetics Internship Program
The WMU Nutrition and Dietetics Internship Program group reports to be moderately
effective at transferring organizational knowledge to new members. They report the lack of time
and flexibility in schedules as a possible barrier. In overcoming the barrier, respondent suggests
that current program members receive more time to wrap up the week and meet with prospective
interns. The program operation is funded by membership fee. Members of the group maintain
their connections and communicate through email/paper newsletters, recurring meetings and
regular check-ins and group chats. The organization currently does not have a proper system in
place to store organizational documents and only produce social media content as “documents”.
In transferring leadership, the group practices having senior members mentoring new members
before they leave.

Western Student Association
Western Student Association reports to be ineffective at maintaining and transferring
organizational knowledge and leadership to new cohorts. WSA reports the barriers to be the lack
of skillful resources such as opportunities to learn and practice organizational skills, the lack of
time and flexibility in schedules, and having cultural, political and hierarchical barriers within
organization. As a student government organization, WSA is known to have one of the most
defined organizational hierarchies and members identify with multiple political affiliations.
WSA reports the group is wrestling with cultural, political and hierarchical barriers within the
organization, preventing them from successfully executing knowledge transfer to future leaders.
WSA program and operation is obtained through the SAF. Members are also compensated for
their service obtained through the SAF. WSA has also successfully executed a project through
the Student Sustainability Grant. Members of the group maintain their connections and
communicate through email/paper newsletters, recurring meetings and regular check-ins and
group chats. WSA produces several formal documents and they include social media content,
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meeting minutes, recurring newsletter, self-producing and earned press releases, and
governmental, policy or law documents such as bills, resolutions, written rules and regulations.
These documents are stored using electronic, computer-aided filing or online cloud. In ensuring
information and leadership is effectively transferred, the organization sometimes has senior
members mentoring new members before they step down.

III.

Survey Questions

Page 1: Individual Questions
1.

2.

3.

How long have you been a student at WMU?
1.

< 1 year

2.

1-2 years

3.

2-3 years

4.

3-4 years

5.

> 4 years

Are you actively involved in clubs, departments, or offices on campus?
1.

Yes

2.

No

If yes, please list the full name of the group are you most involved with. Which group
would you consider your primary affiliation (list only one)

4.

How long have you been an active member of your primary group affiliation?
1.

< 1 year

2.

1-2 years

3.

2-3 years

4.

3-4 years

5.

> 4 years
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Page 2: Group Typology Questions

*Important: Answer the following question based on the primary group stated above*
1.

2.

Is the group you are actively involved in a Registered Student Organization (RSO)?
1.

Yes

2.

No

Do you know what year your primary group was created? If unsure, select “N/A”
1.

3.

*Drop down for years, include N/A option*

Which one of these best describes your group? (Clark and Wilson, 1961).
1.

A membership in your group guarantees material or monetary benefits, and/or
specific career or job opportunities
1.

(Select if you are involved in a business, internship, a paid position,
skill/career-based club, competitive sports or labor union)

2.

A membership in your group grants a specific social status and provides a
sense of belonging and identification

3.

A membership in your group subscribes to a commitment in achieving a goal
that address a specific social/political issue

4.

5.

In an average year, approximately how many members are there in that group?
1.

< 10 members

2.

10 - 20 members

3.

20 - 50 members

4.

50 - 100 members

5.

> 100 members

On average, considering the total number of members, what is the percentage of
active members in your group? (Olson, 1965)
1.

100%

2.

50%

3.

25%

4.

10%

5.

< 10%
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Page 3: Group Achievements

*Important: Answer the following question based on the primary group stated above*

1.

Describe the biggest action or accomplishment of your group that you were involved
in.

2.

Describe the biggest action or accomplishment your group was involved in prior to
your involvement that you are aware of.

3.

Was the action described above an attempt to demand change in the campus
institution in relation to climate and the environment or social justice? (Clark and
Wilson, 1961).

4.

1.

Yes *selection will prompt questions 11-14*

2.

No *selection will skip questions 11-14*

Was the action described above an attempt to demand change in the institutions or
current systems in relation to climate and the environment or social justice outside of
campus? (Clark and Wilson, 1961).

5.

1.

Yes *selection will prompt questions 11-14*

2.

No *selection will skip questions 11-14*

Approximately, how many members were involved in those efforts? (Olson, 1965)
1.

6.

7.

8.

Insert numerical value

In your opinion, were some members doing more than others? (Olson, 1965)
1.

Yes

2.

No

In your opinion, how successful was your effort?
1.

Very successful

2.

Partially successful

3.

Partially unsuccessful

4.

Very unsuccessful

5.

Effort is still ongoing

If successful, what are some of the outcomes from those efforts?
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9.

Did you do anything to ensure the actions or outcomes are continued after that
attempt?

10.

1.

Yes

2.

No

If yes, briefly describe what you did to ensure the actions or outcomes would
continue after that attempt?

11.

What are some of the tactics used in the efforts to demand institutional change?
(select all that apply) (Kollman, 1998)

12.

1.

Letter/email writing

2.

Phone calls

3.

Non-violent protests

4.

Silent demonstrations/sit-ins

5.

Petition

6.

Publishing public statements

7.

Testifying in student government

8.

Meeting with administration/campus officials

9.

Others: (please state)

If successful, what do you think were the main reasons for your success? (select all
that apply)
1.

Addressing the issue did not require extensive or complex actions and was not
costly (Baumgartner, 2009)

2.

There was lots of positive attention and public support to the issue
(Baumgartner, 2009)

3.

Had lots of members that took action (Mahoney, 2007)

4.

Strategy used to demand action was appropriate and the best possible
approach (Mahoney, 2007)

5.

Administration/lawmakers cared about the issue (Mahoney, 2007)

6.

Administration/lawmakers did not care about the issue but acted in your favor
anyway (Mahoney, 2007)
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13.

If unsuccessful, what do you think were the main reasons behind the lack of success?
(select all that apply)
1.

Addressing the issue requires extensive, complex, costly actions
(Baumgartner, 2009)

2.

There was lack of attention and public support to the issue (Baumgartner,
2009)

3.

Not enough members took action (Mahoney, 2007)

4.

Strategy used to demand action could be executed differently and better
(Mahoney, 2007)

5.

Administration/lawmakers genuinely did not care about the issue (Mahoney,
2007)

6.

Administration/lawmakers cared, but made a contradicting decision without
justifiable reasons (Mahoney, 2007)

14.

Is there anything else we should know why this action worked or didn't?

Page 4: RSO and project funding

*Important: Answer the following questions based on the primary group stated above*

1.

How do you acquire the funding for your organization to do activities such as the one
described previously? (Select all that apply)
1.

Independent fundraising

2.

Membership fee

3.

Revenue from sold goods

4.

Obtained through the Student Assessment Fee (SAF)

5.

Obtained through the Student Sustainability Fee (SSF)

6.

Obtained through external donor / grant

7.

Others: *please state*

8.

Funding not applicable because group is solely powered by voluntary labor of
members
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2.

Is your group aware of the Student Assessment Fee, SAF funding you are entitled to
as a WMU RSO?

3.

1.

Yes

2.

No

3.

Not a WMU RSO

Have your group taken advantage of the Student Assessment Fee (SAF) funding
available to support RSO activities?

4.

1.

Yes

2.

No

3.

Not a WMU RSO

Are you or your group aware of the Student Sustainability Fee (SSF) funding you are
entitled to as a WMU student or group?

5.

1.

Yes

2.

No

Have you or your group taken advantage of the Student Sustainability Fee (SSF)
funding available to support projects that foster sustainability on the WMU campus?
1.

Yes and project was successful

2.

Yes but project was unsuccessful

3.

No

6.

If yes and successful, describe the project(s) you have completed using the SSF.

7.

If yes but unsuccessful, briefly describe why acquiring the SSF was not successful.

Page 5: Strategies for effective group function and maintenance
*Important: Answer the following questions based on the primary group stated above*

1.

How do you recruit group members? (Select all that apply)
1.

Postering

2.

Social media

3.

Tabling events / Bronco Bash

4.

Election / special selection

5.

Friend to friend outreach
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2.

6.

Events / speakers

7.

Others

How do existing members of your group maintain connection and communicate with
each other? (Select all that apply)

3.

1.

Email newsletter

2.

Recurring meetings or check-ins

3.

Group chat

4.

Others

Does your organization have a system in place to store important organizational
information? (Goh, 2002)

4.

1.

Yes

2.

No

3.

Don’t know

In the last year or so, which of these documents have your group produced? (Select
all that apply) (Goh, 2002)
1.

Best practice manuals

2.

Activity reports and assessments

3.

Meeting minutes

4.

Research paper

5.

Recurring newsletter

6.

Press release (self-produced or earned through external publication)

7.

Governmental, policy and law documents such as bills, resolutions, written
rules and regulations

5.

8.

Other formal documents

9.

No documents were produced

How does your group, in the last year or so, store organization documents
(described in Q4)? Select all that apply. (Goh, 2002)
1.

Using electronic, computer-aided filing, or online cloud

2.

Using traditional filing system (physical papers and files)

3.

We currently do not have a proper system in place to store organizational
documents
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6.

How do you ensure information and leadership is effectively transferred to the
subsequent cohort of your organization? (Select all that apply) (Goh, 2002)
1.

Sharing documented information (described in Q4) stored in electronic,
computer-aided, online cloud or physical files to new members

2.

Senior members or leaders mentoring new members or leaders before they
step down

3.

Senior members or leaders providing a detailed memo of personal reflections
and lessons learned to new members or leaders before they step down

4.

Training is designed for new members or leaders to ensure they are prepared
and equipped with knowledge about the organization

5.

We currently do not have a proper system in place for effective transfer of
information and leadership

7.

In your opinion, how effective is your group at maintaining and transferring
organizational knowledge and leadership to new cohorts or members?

8.

1.

Extremely effective

2.

Moderately effective

3.

Slightly effective

4.

Not effective at all

Describe in bullet points: What are some of the barriers to effective knowledge and
leadership transfer in your organization?

9.

Describe in bullet points: What does your group need to ensure knowledge and
leadership transfer is the most effective?

Page 6: Prospective - Environment, Sustainability and Climate
1.

Do you or your group care about environmental, sustainability and climate issues?
1.

Yes

2.

No

3.

Maybe

4.

Other
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2.

Moving forward, are you or your group doing anything to sustain and grow the
momentum of environmental, sustainability and climate action on campus?

3.

1.

Yes

2.

No

If yes, what are you doing to ensure the momentum of environmental, sustainability
and climate action on campus is sustained and growing?

4.

In your opinion, what actions or issues should the campus community prioritize and
be involved with next?

IV.

Raw data tables

Total

Total Count

14.0

< 1 year

1.0

1-2 years

2.0

2-3 years

2.0

3-4 years

7.0

> 4 years

2.0

Q1: How long have you been a student at
WMU?

Total

Q2: Are you actively involved in clubs,
departments, or offices on campus?
Total Count

14.0
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Yes

14.0

No

0.0

Total

Total Count

14.0

Alpha Xi Delta

1.0

Citizens' Climate Lobby WMU

1.0

Global Leadership Program (Haenicke Institute for Global Education)

1.0

Q3: If yes, please list the full name of the Kalamazoo Climate Crisis Coalition, WMU Climate Change Working Group

1.0

group you are most involved with. Which
group would you consider your primary Office for Sustainability

2.0

affiliation (list only one)
Psychology Department

1.0

Refugee Outreach Collective

1.0

Students for Sustainable Earth

1.0

Students for a Sustainable Earth

1.0

The American Institute of Graphic Arts at WMU

1.0

Ts'ai Lun (Paper Engineering)

1.0

Western Michigan University Nutrition and Dietetic Internship Program

1.0

Western Student Association

1.0
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Total

Total Count

14.0

Q4: How long have you been an active
member of your primary group affiliation? < 1 year

4.0

1-2 years

2.0

2-3 years

6.0

3-4 years

1.0

> 4 years

1.0

Total

Q5: Is the group you are actively involved
in a WMU Registered Student

Total Count

14.0

Yes

7.0

No

7.0

Organization (RSO)? *Important: Answer
the following question based on the
primary group stated above*

Q6: What year was your primary group
was created? If unsure, type in "N/A"
*Important: Answer the following

Total
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question based on the primary group
stated above*

Total Count

6.0

2001

0.0

2012

0.0

Q16: In your opinion, how successful was your effort?

Total

Very
successful

Partially
successful

Very
Partially
unsuccessfu Effort is still
unsuccessful l
ongoing

14.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

8.0

5.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

3.0

0.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

A membership in your group
subscribes to a commitment in
achieving a goal that address a specific
social/political issue
7.0

2.0

4.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

Total Count

Q7: Which one
of these best
describes your
group? (Select A membership in your group
all that apply) guarantees material or monetary
*Important: benefits, and/or specific career or job
opportunities (Select if you are
Answer the
involved in a business, internship, a
following
paid position, skill/career-based club,
question based competitive sports or labor union)
on the primary
group stated
above*

A membership in your group grants a
specific social status and provides a
sense of belonging and identification
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Q16: In your opinion, how successful was your effort?

Total

Very
successful

Partially
successful

Partially
unsuccessful

Effort is still
Very unsuccessful ongoing

Total Count

14.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

<10 members

2.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

10 - 20 members

5.0

2.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

20 - 50 members

2.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

50 - 100 members

4.0

1.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

> 100 members

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

Total Count

14.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

100%

4.0

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

7.0

2.0

5.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

50%

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

following question 25%
based on the

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

10%

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

< 10%

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Q8: In an average
year,
approximately
how many
members are
there in that
group?
*Important:
Answer the
following question
based on the
primary group
stated above*

Q9: On average,
considering the
total number of
members, what is
the approximate
percentage of
active members 75%
in your group?
*Important:
Answer the

primary group
stated above*

Q16: In your opinion, how successful was your effort?
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Total

Partially
Very successful successful

Partially
unsuccessful

Effort is still
Very unsuccessful ongoing

14.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

5.0

2.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.0

1.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

> 100
members

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

Total Count

14.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

4.0

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

75%

7.0

2.0

5.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

50%

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

primary group stated 25%

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

10%

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

< 10%

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Total Count

Q8: In an average year,
approximately how
many members are

<10 members 2.0

there in that group?

10 - 20
*Important: Answer the members
following question

20 - 50
based on the primary members
group stated above*
50 - 100
members

Q9: On average,
considering the total
number of members, 100%
what is the approximate
percentage of active
members in your
group? *Important:
Answer the following
question based on the

above*

Q10: Describe the biggest
action or accomplishment of
your group that you were

Total
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involved in. *Important:
Answer the following

Total Count

14.0

Bi-monthly Friday's For Future

1.0

question based on the
primary group stated above*

Creating a composting program that can divert all of the pre-consumer food waste from the
Valley Dining Center.
1.0
Curating and presenting culturally diverse plates representative of BIPOC groups in
Southwest and West Michigan while providing resources of local businesses and/or farms
ran by BIPOC groups to local Registered Dietitians in Southwest Michigan.
1.0
Helping organize and promote the 2019 Global Climate Strike in Kalamazoo, or switching
all campus computers to use Ecosia.
1.0
I feel our biggest accomplishments are the weekly activities that we provide for WMU
students and community members. These include our composting program, Gibbs House
volunteer hours, the Open Bike Shop, and BroncoBike rentals. The opportunities provide
regular engagement with our audience, and it is where I feel we make the biggest impact.
It has created a community that fosters sustainability driven actions and change here on
campus.

1.0

I work with a lot of individual clients through the department, but I believe the biggest
accomplishment would be having a client independently do a task without any prompting
or having me tell him to.
1.0

Introducing the new climate resolution to the board of WMU.

1.0

Perspectives of Palestine Event on April 10th, 2021

1.0

Recently we hosted a blood drive and had 34 donors! I was proud.

1.0

Studying abroad to Portugal and learning about cultural, environmental, social, and
economic differences and similarities with the United States.

1.0

This year, I played a role in getting the administration to hold a town hall as it relates to
WMU's response to COVID - 19.

1.0

We are working on getting internal carbon pricing included in the university budget.

1.0

We got to be involved with the Student Sustainability Summit that allowed us to
reexamine how we can be sustainable as designers as well as think about the bigger
picture.

1.0

We have raised over $1000 with the rest of Greek Life for the Invisible Need Project and
over $2000 for our chapter's philanthropy while I have been a member.

1.0

Total
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Q11: Describe the biggest
action or accomplishment
your group was involved in
prior to your involvement. If Total Count

14.0

unsure, type in "N/A"
*Important: Answer the
following question based on
the primary group stated

Climate Strike Day

1.0

It's hard to choose. Maybe the creation of the Student Sustainability Grant? That is
probably the biggest ongoing project.

1.0

N/A

7.0

Nothing, I've been involved since the beginning.

1.0

Protest to protect valuable trees on Western's campus from development. Didn't pay off,
but it turned out to be a pretty big protest with many students.

1.0

Refugee Outreach Collective Conference

1.0

We do lots so this is hard to narrow down, we take 50 students across the country every
year for industry experience and bonding.

1.0

We usually host our annual Alehaus event that takes place at a bar where bands get to
perform and fundraise for our activities. This is a great chance for our design students to
network with each other as for us to sell some stickers and pins.

1.0

above*

Total

Q12: Was the action
described above an attempt to
demand change in the campus Total Count

14.0

institution in relation to
climate and the environment
or social justice?
Yes

8.0

No

6.0
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Total

Q13: Was the action
described above an attempt to
demand change in the

Total Count

14.0

Yes

4.0

No

10.0

institutions or current systems
in relation to climate and the
environment or social justice
outside of campus?

Total

Total Count

8.0

20

0.0

25

0.0

60

0.0

Q14: Approximately, how many members
were involved in those efforts?

Total

Q15: In your opinion, were some members Total Count

14.0

doing more than others?

Yes

14.0

No

0.0
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Total

Total Count

14.0

Very successful

6.0

Partially successful

6.0

Partially unsuccessful

0.0

Very unsuccessful

0.0

Effort is still ongoing

2.0

Q16: In your opinion, how successful was
your effort?

Total

Total Count

12.0

Allowed more interaction between activists and other people involved in the cause for Refugees.
Raised money for causes abroad which ROC directly works with (We have members who have
some of the outcomes from visited the camps we have impact on, like Wifi and Agriculture programs in Malawi). WMU ROC is
part of a much bigger org so much of our impact is supporting the overall Michigan-Based
those efforts?
nonprofit.
1.0

Q17: If successful, what are

Continued town halls throughout the summer and year on other topics, not only COVID - 19

1.0

Fundraised for philanthropy.

1.0

Helping to draft the climate resolution.

1.0

Increased cultural competency to improve cultural humility and inclusivity and food sustainability

1.0
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through ongoing consistent education for Registered Dietitians in Southwest Michigan.

More awareness and connections between people, climate change, and KCCC

1.0

Saved lives

1.0

Several grants have been funded since 2012.

1.0

Students became much more educated on global environmental issues and how other countries
address them.

1.0

Students were given the chance to learn about and participate in activities that are free and accessible
through the $8 sustainability fee payed each semester. Our programs created opportunities to learn
and take action to address issues such as carbon emission from transportation, food waste,
permaculture, and so much more.
1.0
The 2019 Global Climate Strike had a great turnout, with a lot of different organizations and groups
participating. We also got a lot of attention from people who might not normally think about climate
change.
1.0
We got to hold deeper discussions with one other and talk about important issues we usually haven't
talked about in the past. We hope to be more proactive and expanding onto other societal and ethical
concerns we can address.
1.0

Total

Q18: Did you do anything to
ensure the actions or

Total Count

14.0

Yes

10.0

No

4.0

outcomes are continued after
that attempt?

Total

Q19: Briefly describe what
you did to ensure the actions
or outcomes would continue
after that attempt?
Total Count

10.0
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Continue working with causes our speakers introduce and building relationships between activists
to allow for mutual aid projects both here and abroad. Continue to give speakers an platform to
speak when they request it.
1.0

Continued involvement in philanthropy events

1.0

Handouts with resources and MyPlates will be emailed to the Registered Dietitians.

1.0

I continued participating in Students for a Sustainable Earth to plan more activism events. Out
events got shut down because of COVID-19, but prior to that we were working hard to organize
another climate strike.

1.0

I have helped others with the projects that were funded, I have had a project that was funded from
this, and I have told other about the grant.
1.0
I help to plan and promote these activities throughout the semester and school year. I also right
reports based on data gathered from these events (specifically the Open Bike Shop and BroncoBike
rentals) to help drive our programs and to determine where they can be improved.
1.0

I passed on the torch to the next president of our RSO in a planned-out manner

1.0

Monthly meetings with administration, requesting additional town halls.

1.0

Staying active with the client and continuing sessions to learn the task.

1.0

We will be contacting deans to ask them to be part of a carbon pricing pilot program.

1.0

Q16: In your opinion, how successful was your effort?
Very
Total successful

Partially
successful

Partially
unsuccessful

Very
unsuccessful

Effort is still
ongoing

Total Count

14.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

Letter/email writing

5.0

1.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

Phone calls

2.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Non-violent protests

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Q20: What are some
of the tactics used in
the efforts to demand
institutional change
on campus? (Select
all that apply) Selected Choice
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Silent demonstrations/sit-ins

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Petition

4.0

1.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Publishing public statements

2.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Testifying in student government 3.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

Meeting with
administration/campus officials

4.0

1.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

Other

3.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Total Count

14.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

Letter/email writing

3.0

1.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Phone calls

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.0

1.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Silent demonstrations/sit-ins

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Petition

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Publishing public statements

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Testifying upon elected officials

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Meeting with lawmakers/elected
officials

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Other

2.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Q21: What are some
of the tactics used in Non-violent protests
the efforts to demand
institutional change
outside of campus?
(Select all that apply)
- Selected Choice

Very
Total successful

Partially
successful

Partially
Very
Effort is still
unsuccessful unsuccessful ongoing
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Total Count

QID60: If your
action was
successful, what do
you think were the
main reasons for
your success?
(select all that
apply)

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

Addressing the issue did not require
extensive or complex actions and was not
costly
1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

There was lots of positive attention and
public support to the issue

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Had lots of members that took action

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Strategy used to demand action was
appropriate and the best possible
approach

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Administration/lawmakers cared about
the issue

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Administration/lawmakers did not care
about the issue but acted in your favor
anyway

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

14.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.0

0.0

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.0

0.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Total Count

14.0

QID59: If Addressing the issue did not require
your action extensive or complex actions and was not
costly
2.0
was
successful,

There was lots of positive attention and
what do you public support to the issue
think were the
main reasons Had lots of members that took action
for your
Strategy used to demand action was
appropriate and the best possible
(select all that approach
apply)
Administration/lawmakers cared about
the issue
success?

Administration/lawmakers did not care
about the issue but acted in your favor
anyway
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Total Count

Q22: If your
action was

14.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

Addressing the issue did not require
extensive or complex actions and was not
costly
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

There was lots of positive attention and
public support to the issue

3.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Had lots of members that took action

3.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Administration/lawmakers cared about
the issue

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Administration/lawmakers did not care
about the issue but acted in your favor
anyway

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

14.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

Addressing the issue did not require
extensive or complex actions and was not
costly
1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

There was lots of positive attention and
public support to the issue

2.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Had lots of members that took action

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Administration/lawmakers cared about
the issue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Administration/lawmakers did not care
about the issue but acted in your favor
anyway

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

successful,
what do you
think were the
main reasons
for your

success? Strategy used to demand action was
(select all that appropriate and the best possible
approach
apply)

Total Count

Q24: If your
action was
successful,
what do you
think were the
main reasons
for your
success?

Strategy used to demand action was
(select all that appropriate and the best possible
approach
apply)
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Total

Total Count

8.0

N/A

6.0

Q26: Is there anything else we
should know why this action
worked or didn't? If not, type
"N/A"

The event could have been a little bit better organized in terms of communication between
the march leaders and people in the back of the march, and we could have marched a lot
slower than we did. We walked too fast.
1.0

We have a grassroots model which doesn't work with large organizations, rather we focus
on community efforts. This helps us do what we need to do without as much red tape.
1.0

Total

Total Count

14.0

Q28: How do you
acquire the funding
for your organization
to do activities such as Independent fundraising

4.0

the one described
previously? (Select all

Membership fee

4.0

Revenue from sold goods

5.0

that apply)

*Important: Answer
the following question

based on the primary Obtained through the Student Assessment Fee (SAF)

2.0

group stated above* Selected Choice

Obtained through the Student Sustainability Fee (SSF)

2.0

Obtained through external donor / grant

5.0

Others

6.0

Funding not applicable because group is solely powered by voluntary labor of members

1.0
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Total

Total Count

4.0

CEAS Deans fund

1.0

I believe the office gets some funding from the university for just being apart of the university.

1.0

Lots of small fundraisers and recently received a midsized donation from a local donor. Members also often
contributed their own money.

1.0

There is usually paid funding through the district that we work in, but that has been cut due to covid.

1.0

Q28_7_TEXT: Others
- Text

Total

Q29: Is your group aware of the Student Total Count
Assessment Fee, SAF funding you are

14.0

entitled to as a WMU RSO? *Important:
Answer the following question based on
the primary group stated above*

Q30: Have your group taken advantage of
the Student Assessment Fee (SAF)
funding available to support RSO

Yes

4.0

No

3.0

Not a WMU RSO

7.0

Total
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activities? *Important: Answer the
following question based on the primary

Total Count

14.0

Yes

2.0

No

5.0

Not a WMU RSO

7.0

group stated above*

Total

Q31: Are you or your group aware of the
Student Sustainability Fee (SSF) funding
you are entitled to as a WMU student or Total Count

14.0

group? *Important: Answer the following
question based on the primary group
stated above*
Yes

10.0

No

4.0

Total

Q32: Have you or your group taken
advantage of the Student Sustainability Total Count
Fee (SSF) funding available to support

14.0

projects that foster sustainability on the
WMU campus? *Important: Answer the
following question based on the primary
group stated above*

Yes and project was successful

3.0

Yes but project was unsuccessful

0.0

No

11.0
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Total

Total Count

3.0

Not me, but VP for Sustainability handles this

1.0

Q33: Describe the project(s) you have
completed using the SSF.

Our office, programs, student staff, and Student Sustainability Fee are all funded by the
SSF.
1.0
The Student Sustainability Grant and probably others. That's where a lot of our funding
comes from.
1.0

Q41: In your opinion, how effective is your group at
maintaining and transferring organizational knowledge and
leadership to new cohorts or members? *Important: Answer
the following question based on the primary group stated
above*

Q35: How do

Extremely
Total effective

Moderately
effective

Slightly
effective

Not effective
at all

Total Count

14.0 3.0

6.0

3.0

2.0

Postering

7.0

1.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

Social media

11.0 1.0

5.0

3.0

2.0

Tabling events / Bronco Bash

6.0

0.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

Election / special selection

2.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

Friend to friend outreach

10.0 1.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

you recruit group
members?
(Select all that
apply)
*Important:
Answer the
following
question based
on the primary
group stated
above* Selected Choice
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Events / speakers

10.0 1.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

Others

5.0

1.0

3.0

1.0

0.0

Total Count

14.0 3.0

6.0

3.0

2.0

Email/paper newsletter

12.0 3.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

14.0 3.0

6.0

3.0

2.0

12.0 2.0

5.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

13.0 2.0

6.0

3.0

2.0

10.0 2.0

6.0

1.0

1.0

3.0

0.0

2.0

1.0

existing
members of your
group maintain
connection and
communicate
with each other?
(Select all that Recurring meetings or check-ins
apply)
*Important:

Group chat

Answer the
following
question based
on the primary
group stated
above* Selected Choice Others

Q37: Does your

Total Count

organization
have a system in
place to store
important
organizational Yes
information?
*Important:
Answer the
following
question based
on the primary
group stated
above*

No

0.0
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Total Count

14.0 3.0

6.0

3.0

2.0

3.0

0.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

Social media content

12.0 1.0

6.0

3.0

2.0

Activity reports and assessments

4.0

1.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

Meeting minutes

9.0

1.0

5.0

2.0

1.0

Research paper

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.0

0.0

3.0

0.0

1.0

4.0

0.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

3.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Other formal documents

3.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

1.0

No documents were produced

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Total Count

14.0 3.0

6.0

3.0

2.0

Using electronic, computer-aided filing, or online cloud

11.0 2.0

5.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

3.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

Q38: In the last Best practice manuals
year or so, which
of these
documents have
your group
produced?
(Select all that
apply)
*Important:
Answer the
following
question based Recurring newsletter
on the primary
Press release (self-produced or earned through external
group stated
publication)
above* Selected Choice Governmental, policy or law documents such as bills,
resolutions, written rules and regulations

Q39: How does
your group, in
the last year or
so, store
organization
documents
(described in

Q38)? (Select all Using traditional filing system (physical papers and files)
that apply)
*Important:
Answer the
following
question based

We currently do not have a proper system in place to store
on the primary organizational documents
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group stated
above*

Q40: How do

Total Count

14.0 3.0

6.0

3.0

2.0

5.0

2.0

0.0

5.0

2.0

1.0

3.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

you ensure
information and
leadership is
Sharing documented information (described in Q38) stored in
electronic, computer-aided, online cloud or physical files to new
transferred to the members
9.0 2.0
subsequent
cohort of your Senior members or leaders mentoring new members or leaders
before they step down
10.0 2.0
organization?
effectively

*Important:
Answer the
following

Senior members or leaders providing a detailed memo of
personal reflections and lessons learned to new members or
leaders before they step down

5.0

question based Training is designed for new members or leaders to ensure they
on the primary are prepared and equipped with knowledge about the
organization
5.0
group stated
above*

We currently do not have a proper system in place for effective
transfer of information and leadership

2.0

Total

Total Count

14.0

Lack of tangible resources: such as money, materials

4.0

Lack of skillful resources: such as opportunities to learn and practice organizational skills

3.0

Lack of time and flexibility in schedules to execute effective knowledge transfer strategies

11.0

Cultural, political, and hierarchical barriers within organization

1.0

Others:

5.0

Q42: What are some of the
barriers to effective knowledge
and leadership transfer in your
organization? (Select all that
apply) - Selected Choice
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Total

Q42_4_TEXT: Others: - Text

Total Count

5.0

Lack of willing members to take on responsibility

1.0

Length of time students are at Western.

1.0

N/A

1.0

Since we are the first round of leadership for this group, we've never transferred leadership and I'm
not sure what the difficulties will be.

1.0

There can be a high turn over rate with college student workers.

1.0

Total

Total Count

14.0

I believe that my group is very effective at teaching learning barriers and organizing

1.0

Can't be resolved, being in our RSO usually means your an engineer. Engineers don't
have lots of free time.

1.0

Q43: Based on the boxes ticked
above, what does your group need
to resolve those barriers? Be
specific as possible please.
*Important: Answer the following
question based on the primary
group stated above*

Funding through the SSF is integral to maintaining the quality of work that we do. Our
staff always has passion to produce more projects and programs, and sometimes lack of
bandwidth due to the number of employees or weekly hours can be the biggest indicator
of how much we can produce. Funding also is required to hire more student staff,
improve and expand our programs, and make the biggest impact on campus.
Additionally, turnover is usually effectively managed as all departments have a wealth of
knowledge stored for future reference. COVID seemed to effect training the most as my
team was limited for in-person trainings. However, I feel our office is doing our best
1.0
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given the circumstances.

Have one on one meetings with previous and incoming leaders of the group to discuss
details and hand over documents.

1.0

I think that my group does not need any help as of right now to resolve current barriers.

1.0

More dedicated members, knowledge about money/budgeting

1.0

More money to hire more staff members. We used to have a lot more staff members.
Also, we need to try to reach younger students (freshmen/sophomores) so they that can be
employed with us longer.
1.0
Most members of the program are full-time graduate students as well as interns at
facilities throughout Southwest Michigan. Once the program is completed, it would be
nice to be able to spend a day during our wrap up week to meet the prospective interns to
execute knowledge transfer strategies.
1.0

N/A

1.0

Not sure.

1.0

Older people with difficulties navigating technology

1.0

Solid framework for each position. We just try to share what we did, but that might be
different than what someone else is interested in doing.

1.0

Students for a Sustainable Earth needs more structure overall. We are a very laid back
group and enjoy having it that way, but as a result we have lacked the proper organization
(in my experience at least) to form a specific process for passing on leadership roles,
important documents, and specific tasks. One of the biggest problems I had when I was
president of SSE was getting other members (aside from a few who are always very
helpful, thank u Aida) to take responsibility for required tasks, such as social media
outreach. Without an established structure of organization and responsibility it's really
hard to have other people do things and the work just kind of piled on a few members of
the group. Designing a way to better distribute the responsibility would be helpful, like
creating more e-board positions and describing the specific roles of each position in
detail. After that the issue is getting members to accept these roles, which is hard since
everyone has a busy schedule. Drafting more official documents, maybe like an SSE
constitution that we could build as a group, might help with these issues.
1.0
We need to formally organize and put together a system in place to ensure a lack of
confusion when transferring leadership onto our next cohorts. In the past, this has been
more casual and word of mouth rather than actual documentation.

1.0

Total
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Q44: Do you or your group care about
environmental, sustainability and
climate issues?
Total Count

14.0

Yes

14.0

No

0.0

Maybe

0.0

Total

Q45: Moving forward, are you or your Total Count

14.0

group doing anything to sustain and
grow the momentum of environmental,
sustainability and climate action on
campus?
Yes

12.0

No

0.0

Maybe

2.0

Total
Q46: What are you doing to ensure the
momentum of environmental,
sustainability and climate action on
campus is sustained and growing?

Total Count

14.0
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Attending events, summits and webinars involving climate change and sustainability. 1.0
Being involved with projects through the OfS and starting a conversation about the
importance of sustainable actions with my peers.

1.0

Continuously building and organizing initiatives such as composting, permaculture,
and gardening projects. Collaborating with the dining centers on campus to divert
their food waste, with landscape services to product nutrient-rich compost for various
green spaces around campus, and with the biology department to test our final
compost product. Growing food for the Invisible Needs Project on campus that gives
food away to students for free. Holding events such as weekly volunteering at the
Gibbs Site, composting webinars, and a gardening kick-off event. Participating in the
Student Sustainability Summit and the climate resolution.
1.0

Focusing on climate change and how it creates climate refugees and violence.

1.0

I am an Environment and Sustainability Studies major (along with Biology), so I try
to stay connected with the ENVS community to remain aware of what's going on on
campus. I attend weekly Students for a Sustainable Earth meetings as a member since
I am no longer president. I regularly do trash pick ups and invasive species clean ups
in order to make a small environmental difference on campus.
1.0
In each meeting, we discuss environmental issues and concerns and how to combat
them. We talk about our personal lifestyle changes and how to discuss these issues
with other people.

1.0

In the fall we plan to get more students support for internal carbon pricing, including
petitions and an open letter of support from the WSA. We plan to continue to
advocate for an internal carbon pricing pilot program and help in any way we can
with its development.
1.0
More climate courses for students to take, sustainability grants, educating students,
etc.

1.0

My role is ensuring that our programs and projects run smoothly and are advertised to
as many people as possible. I have been working hard to plan and map out all of our
projects and programs for the summer so that involvement can be continued. I am
planning socially media campaigns and engaging with everyone who enters our
office.
My role is to ensure that all people who enter the OFS feel welcomed and are given
the knowledge to know that they can be involved in action on campus through many
things such as composting, reducing carbon emissions, growing accessible food, and
applying to have their own sustainability idea funded through the SSG.
1.0
Our mission is to get students into the paper industry which inherently making shifts
towards more recycling every day.

1.0

Resolution

1.0

We are a group primarily focused on education, however, I have personally brought
climate change issues up in meetings to foster a conversation.

1.0

We are holding more discussions and bringing awareness on how the design
community influences climate change.

1.0

While I will be graduating, I have shared a lot of information about campus
climate/sustainability focused events and resolutions the best way I can.

1.0
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Total

Total Count

14.0

Anti-militarism

1.0

Climate justice should be prioritized. All these issues that we talk about and works towards
disproportionately affect BIPOC and low-income neighborhoods. We need to increase and uplift
the voices of people most impacted by environmental pollution, rising temperatures and seas,
and other issues we are seeing form. These voices should guides us in these coming years, as we
seek ways to address environmental inequality and other issues of injustice. Climate change
work is nothing if we do not do it intersectionally.
1.0

Continuing to discuss the importance of addressing climate change.

Q47: In your opinion, what Diversity/inclusion
actions or issues should the Enviornment
Gender, race, class issues
campus community prioritize

1.0

1.0

and be involved with next?
Doing more to promote plant-based lifestyles and more radical change in general

1.0

Economic and racial justice

1.0

Educating on climate change and how pressing of an issue it is

1.0

Environmental justice is number one. Others include getting all of our energy from clean energy
sources (solar, wind, etc.), making sure there's no food insecurity among students or staff, clean
transit systems (electrical buses), promote biking on campus (maybe even helping people get ebikes to make it more accessible), helping increase biodiversity, and overall more funding and
support for sustainability projects that will get us towards our carbon neutrality goal.
1.0
I think that every single major and field of study should be required to take gen-ed classes on
sustainability. This might spark some interest in sustainability in some people who otherwise
never thought about it, and get them more involved. I also think WMU should be accelerating its
goal to become carbon neutral, as well as making an effort to preserve biodiversity on campus
rather than wiping it out with unnecessary housing units.
1.0
I think we need to get the student body on board with the carbon neutrality committee's new goal
of net zero emissions by 2040, involve them in the process and give them concrete ways they can
help the university reach that goal (things like carpooling).
1.0

Sustainability. I think there needs to be a bigger push for Sustainable practices on campus.

1.0
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The difficulty of balancing both demands of courses/classes and wellness.

1.0

Thinking about bigger change (2030 carbon neutrality).

1.0

We need to have more discussions on intersectionality and how issues like racism intertwine
with issues of climate change. There needs to be more talk about micro-aggressions and their
impact on the mental health of POC.

1.0

Total

Total Count

13.0

An aside, Dr. Montgomery does not care about climate change. Can't even build a
sustainable building.

1.0

During the pandemic, collaborating with other RSOs has offered us more opportunities to
connect with different people and expand outside of our design bubble. We are
understanding the value of forming a variety of connections and taking in new
opportunities we haven't done in the past. I love seeing RSOs intermingle in this way and
building a bigger, more inclusive community.
1.0
Q48: Is there anything else you
would like to share about your
group members, organizational
strategies or advocacy efforts?

Even though SSE isn't always the most organized, I love every member of the club and am
very grateful for the experience I've had with all of them :) We all care about the Earth
and show it in our own individual ways, and its allowed us all to form unique and valuable
relationships with one another, centered around sustainability. SSE provides an invaluable
space to express one's individuality while uniting around a common goal, and we have all
formed amazing friendships through it.
1.0

I love the OFS and the work that we do.

1.0

N/A

1.0

No

3.0

None at this time.

1.0

ROC was a thriving club four years ago and actually received an award for being a quality
RSO. However, the current president was essentially the only eboard member and ran
nearly all of our operations. When he graduated and left, issues with subsequent
leadership and inadequate information, as well as a scandal of sorts with a partnering
organization, caused our club to essentially fall apart to only a few dedicated members and
a few contributing members. This has severely affected our efficacy as a program,
especially our advocacy and volunteer programs
1.0
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We are a group of unique individuals who genuinely care for the environment and are
trying very hard to educate others and reduce our impact in the earth.

1.0

n/a

1.0

nope!

1.0
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HSIRB Approval

